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ABSTRACT 
 
  The development of wireless communication technology offers new opportunities to enhance 
the functionalities of mobility systems (e.g. powers wheelchairs and robots). This thesis 
presents new hardware and software architecture to offer ease of user control and power 
efficiency to an autonomous mobility system by using Wireless Networked Control (WSC). A 
wireless network is applied to perform both environment sensing and user control. The 
development will be demonstrated through a case study on a power wheelchair. 
  The challenge in the development of such a wireless solution is to accomplish a set of system 
activities (e.g. system initialization, system monitoring, power management) under different 
circumstances within a dynamic wireless network without sacrificing flexibility, energy-
efficiency, or reliability. 
  The optimal way to achieve this is to design a protocol stack orientated to the demand of a 
specific system with cross-layer optimization. However, it requires significant design effort. In 
this thesis, a wireless network is constructed by utilizing a commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) 
protocol. The development focuses on system integration and Application Layer. This 
accelerates the development progress with the benefits of cost effectiveness and less burden 
on protocol design. However, the COTS protocol is not able to provide a solution with maximum 
efficiency, because that the development of a COTS protocol is constrained by many factors. 
For example, the low layers of a COTS protocol are usually not available for customization due 
to the license issue. 
  The aim of this project is to develop a wireless platform to enable wireless functional devices 
to be added into a mobile system.  The main benefit of such a wireless network system (WNS) is 
to allow new modules to be readily incorporated into the mobility system, which otherwise are 
difficult, because either, the physical wiring is prohibitive or the current system does not allow 
the signals to be processed.    
  The strategy for developing such a wireless network with desired functionalities is to build 
both identity management module and power management module based upon system design 
and Application Layer development. The identity management module allows the system to 
perform self-construction and self-maintenance and the power management offers high power 
efficiency. These two modules are developed independently and integrated into an 
autonomous control loop. Transitions between different modules are achieved by handshaking 
protocols. The advantage of such a strategy is the ease for customization and extension. The 
infrastructure includes gateway, Log-in system and radio frequency (RF) platform. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
                     
  In recent years, due to the development of wireless communication technologies, wireless 
network systems (WNS) have become an exciting area of research. Information is exchanged 
among sensors, actuators, and controllers over a wireless network. Wireless communication 
has been an enabling technology for many military, industrial and commercial applications, 
allowing fast deployment, flexible installation, fully mobility and avoiding wear and tear 
problem due to cables.    
  This thesis presents the architecture design of a wireless network that builds wireless links 
between stationary components within a mobility assistive device, and works as a complement 
to a wired network (e.g. CAN Bus). The performance will be demonstrated through case studies 
and test beds in a power wheelchair. 
  Networked control provides a real time capacity to exchange information between sensors 
and actuators in a closed control loop. With advancements of wireless technology, wireless 
platforms can be integrated into the existing networked control systems, such as ARINC 629 in 
avionics, TCN in trains and CAN Bus in cars and power wheelchair. The wireless networked 
control takes advantages based on mobility, ease of installation and maintenance. However, 
wireless communication is error prone and power constrained compared with wired 
communication.  This research work aims to develop a wireless networking prototype which is 
intended to interface with the existing CAN Bus back bone to enhance the functionalities of a 
power wheelchair.   
1.1 Motivations and Opportunities of Wireless Solutions on a Power 
Wheelchair 
  This section presents the motivations for developing a wireless platform to perform control 
and sensing on a power wheelchair and how the wheelchair system will benefit from it.   
1.1.1 Easier Installation and Deployment 
  Figure 1-1 shows the view of rear of the wheelchair. As more and more functional modules are 
added into the system, physical wiring becomes a major challenge for engineering and 
installation. Incorporating wireless communication technology into a networked control system 
can free the system design from hardwiring. This will offer more space for new functional 
modules to be installed into the system and allow new modules to be deployed into the 
positions which are not accessible by hardwiring, e.g. rotating machinery, hazardous or space 
restricted areas.  
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Figure 1-1 Rear of a power wheelchair. 
  For wired infrastructure, the number of devices to be installed is limited by hardware, e.g. 
number of ports, wiring space and structure obstacles. The applications of wireless 
technologies can overcome these problems, making design and implementation much easier. 
1.1.2 Runtime Adaption 
  Wireless technology offers greater flexibility. The nature of a wireless network enables it to 
maintain performance in the presence of node, link and topology changes. Ease of runtime 
expansion allows new devices to be added into the system through wireless pairing with 
simplicity. On the contrary, for a wired system, the cost to modify infrastructure is usually much 
higher and continues to increase. 
 
Figure 1-2 Fast deployment on a power wheelchair. 
  As shown in Figure 1-2, a pressure field sensor is required to be installed into a wireless 
network on a power wheelchair system for monitoring the pressure on headrest. The sensor 
node is able to join the network by a serial of handshaking procedure to achieve automatic 
network construction, without need of hardware configuration or user interventions. In 
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contrast, for a wired network, physical device adaption and configuration may be involved to 
achieve this purpose. For example, a socket may require more ports to support the connections 
and firmware needs to be updated to discover such a new device. 
1.1.3 Mobility and Transfer Aid 
  Wireless control also offers better mobility. For instance, through wireless remote control 
units, users could park the wheelchair remotely before sleep and drive the wheelchair back to a 
position near the bed through remote control. This could provide for the ability to transfer 
between wheelchair and bed without other human assistance in some circumstanses. This also 
helps the users to drive the wheelchair remotely to a predefined docking position for 
autonomous battery charging. Some mechanical and navigation systems may be involved to 
achieve the autonomous transferring and battery charging. Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-3 show the 
Battery Charging Station (BCS) and the Mechanical Transfer Robot (MTR) which are presented 
in [43]. 
 
 
        Figure 1-3 Battery charging station.                          Figure 1-4 Mechanical transfer robot.                         
1.1.4 Lower Costs 
  Wireless technology can lower costs. The cost of commercial RF chipsets is falling due to the 
rapid development of wireless technology and the growth of the wireless semiconductor 
industry. However, for wired systems, the cost of wires and connectors can be relatively 
expensive. Maintenance cost of wires and connectors can be a major concern due to 
vulnerabilities associated with wear and tear.  
1.1.5 Ubiquitous Computing  
  Wireless networking is an enabling technique which offers a wide range of access for 
information exchanged between a power wheelchair and other wireless devices such as home 
computer, Bluetooth cell phone, universal remote control on home appliances (e.g. air 
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conditioner, TV set and desktop) and wireless environmental control units (e.g. door, window 
and curtain). This allows a power wheelchair to achieve: 
 Secondary Control: Many other wireless devices may be incorporated in the wireless 
network of the wheelchair to perform secondary control. This takes advantages of 
existing commercial techniques for enhancing the functionalities of the wheelchair 
controls such as multi-touch screen technique of iTouch and GPS applications on iPhone. 
 Environmental control: Users are able to remotely control various home devices. This 
offers the disabled people access for hands-free control in the immediate surroundings 
via wireless links. A home automation system can be constructed by interconnecting the 
wireless network and surrounding environment. 
 
Figure 1-5 Concept design of ubiquitous computing for power wheelchair 
  As shown in Figure 1-5, the environmental control technology can be employed onto a power 
wheelchair to facilitate the disables. Secondary input devices employ commercial products such 
as iPhone and can be achieved by developing applications in Apple’s iOS.  Many commercial 
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products have built-in RF solution, such as Bluetooth, allowing wireless connection to the 
wheelchair to achieve fast deployment and flexibility. 
  The rapid development of wireless technologies offers great opportunities for ubiquitous 
computing applications. The wireless applications on a power wheelchair also enable disabled 
people to improve their quality of lives through ubiquitous computing. Many research works 
are undertaken in this field [44].  
1.2 Thesis Structure 
 
  This thesis presents a prototype to demonstrate wireless networked control on a power 
wheelchair. Various types of sensors and control units will be interfaced and operated with the 
wireless platform to construct a secure private wireless network on a power wheelchair. This 
wireless network is developed based on a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) protocol.  
  The main contributions of this work are: 
1.  A general architecture that meets the requirements of wireless applications on a power 
wheelchair;  
2. An ID management system to enable self-construction and self–maintenance for a 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN);  
3. A novel power management system for wireless applications on a power wheelchair;  
4. A demonstration of a prototype for driving the wheelchair.   
  This thesis is organized as follows. Following Chapter 1 introduction, Chapter 2 describes 
application domains of WSNs, and the key factors for designing a WSN. This provides the 
background for a general understanding of the issues discussed in later chapters. Chapter 3 
presents an overview of the system development, including system architecture, protocol 
selection and hardware design. Chapter 4 describes how to enable the wireless network to 
perform self-construction and maintenance. Concepts of auto device pairing, device localization 
and log-in table are introduced.  Chapter 5 discusses the power management of the system. A 
mathematical model is built for power consumption analysis. Finally Chapter 6 concludes the 
thesis. 
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEWS OF WIRELESS SENSOR 
AND CONTROL NETWORK SYSTEM  
   
    A WSN combines sensing, embedded computing, information distribution processing and 
wireless communication into a single tiny device to perform monitoring, control and actuation 
tasks. A WSN system is usually composed of a large number of nodes that are deployed densely 
to collect data from the surrounding, control actuators in the network and take commands 
from users. A WSN features fast deployment, low power and flexibility compared with 
traditional wired systems and is favored in many application domains, such as military 
surveillance, home automation and industry process control. Figure 2-1 shows a home 
application example, a user is able to control home appliances through a PDA and read 
measurements of a smoke sensor on the PDA. 
 
Figure 2-1 Home automation sensors and control network [79]. 
  The continuous advances in integrated circuitry technology have enabled the wireless network 
sensor node continue to be smaller and cheaper, and have longer lifetime such as the one 
shown in Figure 2-2. The cost of a wireless sensor node has been reduced to less than $1 and the 
vision is that the cost will continue to decease [55].  
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Figure 2-2 DOT – WSN device designed to be the approximate size of a quarter [55]. 
  Many researchers have been engaged into this research area to extend the applications of the 
wireless network systems in the industry, military and agriculture areas. These applications 
cover many different domains to perform tasks of surveillance and detection, process 
monitoring and control, localization and tracking. This enables fast deployment, ease of 
maintenance, low cost, protecting operators from working in hazardous environments or frees 
operators from the burden of intensive duplicated operations. Many research works have been 
studied in recent years and part of them are summarized in Table 1 [45].  
Area Applications 
Industrial Monitoring and control of industrial equipment (LR-WPAN) [46]. 
Factory processes control and industrial automation [47]. 
Manufacturing monitoring [48]. 
Military situation awareness [47]. 
Sensing intruders on bases, detection of enemy units movements on land/sea, 
chemical and biological threats and offering logistics in urban warfare [49]. 
Command, control, communications, computing, intelligence, surveillance, 
reconnaissance and targeting systems [50]. 
Tracking of assets, people, or anything that can move in various environments, 
including industrial, retail, hospital, residential, and office environments, while 
maintaining low-rate data communications for monitoring, messaging, and 
control [46]. 
Monitor and control the physical world: deployment of densely distributed 
sensor/actuator networks for a wide range of biological and environmental 
 
 
Military 
 
 
 
Mobile wireless low-
rate networks for 
location physical 
world 
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 monitoring applications, from marine to soil and atmospheric contexts; 
observation of biological, environmental, and artificial systems; environmental 
monitoring of water and soil, tagging small animals unobtrusively, and tagging 
small and lightweight objects in a factory or hospital setting [51]. 
 
 
Public safety Sensing and location determination at disaster sites [46,52] 
Airports Smart badges and tags [46, 52]. 
Wireless luggage tags [46]. 
Passive mobility (e.g., attached to a moving object not under the control of the 
sensor node) [53]. 
 
Automotive Tire pressure monitoring [46, 52]. 
Active mobility [53]. 
Coordinated vehicle tracking [47]. 
Agriculture Sensing of soil moisture, pesticide, herbicide, pH levels [46, 52]. 
Emergency 
situations 
Hazardous chemical levels and fires (petroleum sector) [46]. 
Fire/water detectors [49]. 
Monitoring disaster areas [50]. 
 
Rotating 
machinery 
Monitoring and maintenance (electric sector) [46]. 
Commercial Managing inventory, monitoring product quality [48, 50]. 
Medical/ 
Health 
Monitoring people’s locations and health conditions [48]. 
Sensors for: blood flow, respiratory rate, ECG (Electrocardiogram), pulse 
oxymeter, blood pressure, and oxygen measurement [54].  
Monitor patients and assist disabled patients [50]. 
 
Ocean Monitoring fish [48]. 
Table 1 Applications for wireless sensor and control network. 
  The design of wireless sensor and control network is highly application-dependent due to the 
requirements differing from one application to another, which results in different design 
strategies. To design a WSN for some particular applications, it is primarily to define the 
requirements and evaluation metrics to measure the success of the design [53, 55]. These 
evaluation metrics are explicitly considered as dimensions in the design space. The evaluation 
metrics can be categorized into system level and device level. The system level evaluation 
focuses on system performance, such as coverage, security, accuracy and etc. while the node 
device level evaluation underlines software and hardware design for individual node. The 
descriptions are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively:  
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Level Domains Description 
System Evaluation 
Metrics 
Lifetime The expected lifetime of a WSN is limited by the 
energy supply, transmission output power and radio 
duty cycle. 
Coverage Coverage refers to the physical area a network 
covers. It is tied to scalability of a network to extend 
from a small trial network to a large scale network 
to support large number of nodes. 
Cost In a long term, the total cost for a wireless network 
system has more to do with the maintenance. The 
system needs to be robust and capable of 
performing continual self-maintenance to reduce 
cost. 
Ease of deployment A wireless network system should be capable of 
assembling itself and adapt itself to changing 
conditions. This requires it automatically configure 
itself. 
Response time It is critical for applications relevant to control 
purpose.  However, a trade-off between response 
time and lifetime needs to be taken into account. 
Temporal accuracy A network must be capable of maintaining a global 
time base that can be used to aggregate collected 
data to achieve temporal accuracy. 
Security A combination of privacy and authentication is 
required to keep the security of a system. However, 
use of encryption and cryptographic authentication 
cost more power and bandwidth.   
Effective sample rate  This refers to the rate that a system collects data 
from surroundings and report data to an access 
point.   
Table 2 Network system evaluation metrics [53], [55]. 
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Individual Node 
Evaluation Metrics 
 
 
 
Power Wireless node requires both low-power hardware 
components and low-duty cycle operation 
techniques. Power harvesting components is 
another option and very expensive.   
Flexibility A node must be flexible and adaptive to work with a 
wide range of scenarios with different demanding of 
applications. 
Robustness Robustness refers to hardware robustness and 
coexistence with external interference. Hardware 
robustness requires hardware design with 
modularity methodology.  Multi-channel and spread 
spectrum radios can greatly increase the robustness 
of wireless links. 
Security A node needs a CPU that can handle cryptographic 
operations to perform complex encrypting and 
authentication algorithms. 
Communication This refers to communication transceiver capability 
with communication rate, power and range, which 
are determined by the design of RF hardware 
platform. 
Time Synchronization Node must be able to maintain precise time 
synchronization with other nodes in the network to 
perform data aggregation and device cooperation. 
Clock drifting of timekeeping hardware must be 
overcome to achieve it.   
Size and cost The physical size and cost of each individual 
node has a large impact on node deployment 
and commercial applications, this must be 
considered while the initial stage of hardware 
design. 
Table 3 Individual node evaluation metrics [53], [55]. 
  Table 2 and Table 3 briefly describe some factors in both system evaluation metrics and node 
evaluation metrics. These factors determine the system performance at different levels and can 
be achieved by taking advantages of researches result in wireless technologies, wireless 
protocol, system integration and services. This will be described in Section 2.1. 
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  This chapter has been organized into two sections: Section 1 introduces factors which have 
influence on wireless sensor and control network; Section 2 focuses on some particular 
applications of wireless sensor and control network systems and briefly describe how the 
design strategies are applied in such projects.  
2.1 Design Space on Wireless Sensor and Control Network Design 
 
  We have discussed the evaluation metrics to measure the performance of a WSN system. 
However, to achieve the desired requirements, we need be aware of the design dimensions 
which have an impact on system performance. These research issues can be classified into 
three groups: system, protocol and services, as shown in Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3 Broad classification of various issues in a WSN. 
 
  In this section, these key factors for developing WSNs will be discussed in detail to provide a 
context for later chapters.  
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2.1.1 System  
  In Figure 2-3, the first group to be introduced is the system. Each WSN is an individual system, 
which integrates multiple wireless devices into a network to achieve desired functionalities. 
System integration may vary due to the requirements of system mobility, heterogeneity, 
network topology and hardware and software support.  
Mobility 
  Mobility of a wireless network may refer to the change of location of individual nodes in the 
run-time. Mobility may be designed by purpose to perform some desired tasks (e.g. 
environmental sensing) or it may occur due to unexpected incidents (e.g. environmental 
change).  Mobility can also be a property of the entire system. For example, a wireless network 
is carried by an automotive system [53]. Mobility can be defined by measure of degrees, in 
terms of frequency, speed and time periods of its occurrence. Mobility has a large influence on 
the design of protocols and algorithms of a wireless network. The network may have to change 
topology dynamically during the run-time, participating nodes in the network need to search 
for optimal routing to forward messages according to the change of topology automatically.  
Heterogeneity 
  A WSN is a heterogeneous system that is capable of performing different tasks with a variety 
of devices. Unlike a homogeneous network system that consists of identical devices, nodes may 
differ in requirements such as message rate, hardware components and computational capacity 
in a heterogeneous system. A wireless network with high degree of heterogeneity will require 
the system to manage individual nodes with different configurations, which will increase the 
complexity of the communication protocol in terms of channel management, power 
management and device management. 
Infrastructure  
  The various wireless communication modalities can be used to build a communication 
network system. Two common forms of architecture are infrastructure-based networks or base 
station mode, ad-hoc networks. 
  In infrastructure-based networks, sensor nodes construct the network in a predefined 
architecture, and communications between nodes rely on a base station. An example is shown 
in Figure 2-4. Communications between two nodes are only allowed to be exchanged via a base 
station.  
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Figure 2-4 Infrastructure-based network.            
  In ad-hoc networks, wireless communication does not rely on an existing infrastructure. 
Instead, any node in the network is able to act as a router or access point to forward messages 
for other node. An ad-hoc network offers flexibility for participating nodes to dynamically 
change the messages routing due to the connectivity of the network. An example is shown in 
Figure 2-5. Ad-hoc networks features ease of deployment, flexibility and robustness in the 
presence of dynamic changes. However, they rely on routing algorithm, which increases 
complexity and intensity of networking communication.  
 
Figure 2-5 Ad hoc Network. 
  A hybrid network may be used for some applications, which combines both ad hoc networks 
and infrastructure. With such infrastructure, wireless nodes within a cluster interconnect with 
each other based on ad-hoc infrastructure, and several clusters forms an infrastructure-based 
network. 
Network Topology 
  Network topology is the actual geometric pattern of interconnection between all wireless 
nodes in a network. Network topology can be either physical topology or logical topology. 
Physical topology refers to the physical location, devices and installation, whereas, logical 
topology refers to the path that data transferred in the network from one node to another or 
the relative location of each node. Some basic network topologies are shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6 Network topologies [56]. 
    Network topology affects the characteristics of a network system in many different ways as 
latency, robustness and capacity. The routing algorithm and network protocol also rely on the 
network topology. 
2.1.2 Communication Protocol 
Network protocol is the predefined rule for network to format digits and exchange data 
between nodes. It provides software support and enables the network to perform signaling, 
routing, authentication and error detection and correction. Network protocol is build upon an 
ISO-OSI (International Standards Organization – Open Systems Interconnection) Reference 
Model with a layered structure, firstly proposed in [57]. This reference model is composed of 
seven layers, with particular functions for each layer, as shown in Figure 2-7. 
 
Figure 2-7 The ISO-OSI reference model. 
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  The layered structure simplifies the design of the network protocol by separating the 
communications into logical smaller components. This offers flexibility for development of new 
protocol by adding new protocol stacks or network service modules to an existing layered 
architecture. 
  The upper layers of the ISO-OSI model, including Application Layer, Presentation Layer and 
Session Layer are designated for application-specific functions, such as data formatting, 
encryption and connection management. 
  The remaining lower layers of the ISO-OSI model, however, provide more primitive network-
specific functions as foundation for networking, routing algorithm, and addressing and flow 
control.  
  In contrast to traditional wireless networks, to date there is no standardized protocol for 
WSNs.  Many commercial companies establish their protocol stacks with different architectures. 
For example, the ANT protocol utilizes a five-layer protocol structure, as shown in Figure 2-8, 
some layers (Network Layer and Transport Layer, Presentation Layer and Application Layer) in 
the ISO-OSI model are merged into one layer and Session Layer is eliminated to achieve 
simplicity and power-efficiency in this case. 
 
Figure 2-8 ANT layered structural protocol [93]. 
A wireless network system can be optimized by adapting the network protocol to a specific 
particular application domain. Intensive efforts have been spent on protocol optimization for 
WSNs, to meet the particular requirements such as low-power, scalability, node mobility and 
etc.[58, 59].   
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2.1.3 Service 
 
  Service can be evaluated by Quality-of-Service (QoS), which is determined by communication 
protocol and system platform. QoS measures the performances of a wireless system in terms of 
its functionalities, such as localization, system latency, data aggregation and etc. It is an 
outcome of the design of system and protocol. 
Real Time 
  In some particular applications such as surveillance and control applications, the system is 
required to provide real-time service to update information with quick response time. The real-
time property requires the system to keep tracking the environmental change all the time, 
which is usually power-consuming. To achieve real-time performance without sacrificing power 
efficiency, a low-power preprocessor (or event generator) can be employed to monitor the 
environment, triggering wireless communication while critical events are detected and 
forwarding the messages down a dedicated communication channel. 
Coverage 
  Coverage of a wireless network measures the physical area that the wireless communication 
of a network covers. For an infrastructure-based network, the coverage depends on the 
transmission range of the base station. However, for an ad-hoc network, the multi-hop 
communication technique can extend the coverage of the network. The requirements of 
network coverage are application-specific, thus, for deploying a wireless network, its scalability 
is very important to be taken into account for applying the network in different applications, 
allowing the wireless network to be deployed either in small trial network or extended to a 
large size to meet the requirements. This property may require proper protocol and system 
design. 
Data Aggregation 
 The main purpose for data aggregation algorithms is to gather information of surroundings 
which are collected from multiple small wireless device nodes in the network and synthesize 
the information for analysis and operations. Another advantage for data aggregation is to 
enhance the lifetime of the nodes which are battery-driven, as the data will be aggregated in a 
cluster of closely deployed nodes with power efficiency to reduce the amount of data needed 
to be transmitted to a base station or sink. This is an effective approach especially for a large-
scale network. Data aggregation algorithm is highly dependent on the network topology and 
infrastructure, and it is usually coupled with network protocols for medium access control 
(MAC).  Many different data aggregation approaches can be found in [99].  
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2.2 Summary 
 
  Wireless sensor and control networking has been envisioned as an emerging technology and a 
wide range of applications will integrate it into our lives in the future. There have been 
intensive efforts on protocol optimization for satisfying the specifications of wireless sensor and 
control network system applications [75], [76], [77]. These research themes have different 
focuses or use different techniques, to adapt existing wireless communication protocol stack to 
WSN systems as the wireless protocols for WSN pose a number of unique challenges, due to the 
following factors: 
1. Hardware constraints: Sensor nodes are very limited in power, computational capacities 
and memory. 
2. Dynamic changes:  It is required that the sensor nodes must be able adapt to frequently 
changing connectivity as well as environmental stimuli.  
3. Unattended operations: In many cases, once the sensor nodes deployed, little human 
intervention will be possible. Hence, the network system needs to do configuration, 
maintenance and diagnosis by themselves. 
4. Ease of deployment: Sensor nodes are usually densely deployed in large numbers 
without any predefined infrastructure. In this situation, it is up to each node to 
automatically identify its connectivity and distribution and assemble the network.  
5. Node identification: Sensor nodes may not have global identification to reduce the 
amount of overheads. This may pose problems for network construction. 
  However, realization of WSN needs to satisfy many constraints due to the nature of wireless 
communications and architecture of wireless network, such as error rate, power consumption, 
run-time topology change, scalability and etc. Many researchers have been engaged into in 
developing the technologies of wireless sensor and control network to meet requirements in 
different applications domains. These research projects can be categorized into two types: 
protocol-oriented and system-oriented. Protocol-oriented projects focus on developing 
communication protocols to optimize WSN performance in some dimensions e.g. power 
consumption error detection and correction and etc. System-oriented projects target to some 
particular applications and provide solutions and achieve performance optimization by system 
integration. 
  The importance of these challenges may vary in different applications. For example, energy-
efficiency may be a primary factor if scattered remote nodes are powered by a battery which is 
not replaceable or rechargeable and requiring up to years’ operation without human 
interventions. On the other hand, this factor may be sacrificed for some other applications, for 
example, critical control on industry process requiring high data rate and high reliability. For 
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such applications, the system can apply redundancy to enhance the reliability, hence consumes 
more power. 
  There have been many wireless sensor and control network applications undertaken with 
various communication protocols and system designs for adapting wireless network systems to 
different environmental conditions. In this thesis, we present a wireless sensing and control 
system to achieve low-power, ease of installation and implementation of such a prototype 
system to enhance the existing wired wheelchair system.  
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Chapter 3 System Overview and Hardware Design 
 
 
  We present some general discussions for constructing a wireless control network over a 
mobility system in previous sections. In this chapter, we will focus on a case study to 
demonstrate our design strategy.  
  We propose to build protocol architecture to realize wireless networked control on a power 
wheelchair. Different types of user input devices are involved in system demonstration. The 
types of wireless input devices are as follows: 
• Switch inputs for seating, lighting, specialty switch inputs 
• Secondary proportional joystick control 
• Auxiliary Input Modules such as Attendant control units 
  Our target is to interface these devices with an RF platform and implement them wirelessly. 
These wireless devices will work as a complement to existing wired system through a gateway 
node. The gateway node has both wired and wireless links, and it operates as a wireless base 
station to coordinate the wireless network. 
  The intent on this project is to provide a wireless protocol that can be embedded into final 
commercial products and a hardware template that is capable of incorporating the wide range 
of devices envisioned for the future by running the designed protocol. Our strategy is based on 
the development of a COTS protocol stack to realize application optimization. In general, this 
includes optimization over Physical Layer to Application Layer, individually (e.g. suboptimal 
network design) or jointly (e.g. cross-layer optimization). However, it will be very time-
consuming and workload-intensive to achieve optimization through multiple layers. In this 
project, we will focus on development of Application Layer.  
  The proposed research is organized in 3 work-packages (WP). In WP1, a COTS RF technology 
will be selected which will match the requirements of wireless applications on a power 
wheelchair. WP2 studies the architecture of the prototype. WP3 concerns issues mainly 
associated with the hardware design.  
3.1 Protocol Selection 
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  With the statements present in Section 3.1, the existing protocols and their functionalities for 
a) control of functions that might cause injury, b) control of environmental functions, and c) 
audible communication via wireless devices are reviewed. One of them will be selected for 
applications to perform sensing and control on a power wheelchair. 
3.1.1 ANT™ Protocol 
  ANT™ is a light-weight, low-power 2.4 GHz wireless protocol designed for simplicity and 
efficiency. The key features of ANT™ are:  bi-directional, time division multiplexed, 32 byte 
protocol intended for low power infrequent communication. ANT™ is commonly used for 
sensor reporting where critical timing is not an issue.  No testing of communication latency has 
been found which would assure the potential user that adequate safety would be available for 
critical control functions.   Of note is that ANT™ is now commonly utilized in health and fitness 
applications, including installation in athletic shoes, bicycles, and other similar devices, and the 
expansion in network size leads to the likelihood of increased latency in communication.  ANT™ 
has not been recommended as a critical control application; but is ideally suited for monitoring 
functions that are not critical or where instancy of communication is not an issue.  ANT™ is 
primarily a consumer device protocol for low bandwidth, low criticality, low power, long battery 
life applications. 
  ANT can be operated in burst, broadcast, or acknowledged modality.  Of the three, only 
acknowledged modality is suitable for control functions, since reliable receipt of control 
messages would be required to assure low power and high reliability, the other two modes can 
be used for sensing and monitoring applications.  While some progress has been made in 
reducing latency, ANT protocol now utilizes a randomized Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
approach to attempt to assure communication throughput.  Thus, combined with its low power 
output and intended range (1 mini-Watt output power, intended for 1 meter range), it is 
susceptible to interference from nearby sources such as wireless phones Wi-Fi hubs, etc. 
  ANT is an inexpensive and low-power RF solution which ideally suits the demand of WSNs. It 
supports up to years operations without replacing or recharging the battery compared with 
competing “low power” RF technologies which support only months node lifetime in similar 
applications with similar usage pattern. 
  ANT is a light-weighted protocol, only requires less than one kByte of resources of host MCU, 
which is an order of magnitude smaller than competing protocols. As a consequence, it requires 
less powerful, inexpensive host MCU for driving the protocol, which reduces system costs up to 
60 percents. 
  ANT employs advanced power management pattern, allowing the radio to spend most of time 
in low-power (consuming just micro-amps) mode and quickly wake up to active mode while 
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events are detected and then rapidly return to low-power mode when processing jobs are 
completed. Typical duty cycles (the ratio of transmit and receive time to low-power time) for 
WSNs are less than one percent, thus the average current consumption remains to be in micro-
amp range. 
  Where long battery life is of the essence, communication range is limited and critical response 
is not significant, ANT is a very viable, low-cost solution.   
3.1.2 Bluetooth™  
 
  Bluetooth is an industry standard widely used consumer targeted protocol for wide-bandwidth 
applications.  Bluetooth has been widely deployed in short range communications including 
cameras, wide-band modems, printers, and wireless audio communications and interface 
devices.  It has been employed in home health monitors, critical health monitoring devices and 
is found included in virtually all new cellular phones to enable “hands-free” applications.   
  Because of the high bandwidth requirements of many Bluetooth applications, it is not suitable 
for low power applications.  The greatest energy is consumed in transmission times, and the 
high bandwidth mandates relatively large packet sizes, implying relatively long transmission 
duty cycles, even for infrequent operations. 
  Bluetooth is, however, readily suitable for transmission of audio information, and is now 
routinely found in headsets for cellular applications with many hours of operation between 
recharging applications.   
3.1.3 ZigBee™ 
 
  In general, ZigBee was developed as a low bandwidth sensor and control wireless protocol, 
and can operate over a variety of frequency bands, including the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific 
and Medical (ISM) bands.  Like Bluetooth, ZigBee has both consumer and industrial power 
levels available with output power ranging from 1mW for short range operation to 50mW with 
ranges specified as up to one mile. 
  In the presence of interfering signals, such as wireless phones, Bluetooth devices, or similar 
consumer devices, every possible mechanism for avoidance of interference has been employed. 
  First and foremost is handshaking – a valid response from the receiving controlled device 
indicating that a command was correctly received. 
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  Second, is use of a signal amplitude such that the control signal amplitude is likely to be 
sufficiently greater than interference signals – effectively capturing the receiver. 
  Third is a mechanism for selecting an unused frequency for communication.  ZigBee Pro 
introduced this capability in the form of frequency agility – the ability to sniff out unused 
channels for utilization in interference environments. 
  As it turns out, this is both an asset and a liability.  As a result of the improvements in 
reliability and ability to operate in a complex environment, ZigBee has now been selected as a 
replacement for home controls for future applications.  Thus the possibility of a crowded 
environment with resulting increased latency exists.  While this may be of no significance when 
the latency increases for changing a television channel or adjusting volume of an entertainment 
system; it will likely be unacceptable for critical control features such as control of a mobility 
device. 
  In the near term, ZigBee Pro meets virtually all of the requirements for industrial control and 
even for medical information, including high levels of security and self configuration and even 
for current applications in control – although no latency tests have been discovered to date.  
Thus, ZigBee Pro may be acceptable as a design for wheelchair and other assistive living devices 
if short latencies can be demonstrated. 
  The comparison of described commercial protocols is listed in Figure 3-1. 
 
Figure 3-1 Comparison chart - protocols. 
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  In summary, ANT is highly recommended for environmental monitoring and healthcare 
applications. However, its competence of handling critical control functions is doubtful. It is 
stated that the channel message rate ranges from 0.5 Hz to 200 Hz, but the power efficiency, 
transmission robustness and system latency are not guaranteed for high data rates. ANT does 
not support customization of the packet length, which is considered as a shortcoming for power 
conservation.  
  In comparison with other commercial protocols, ANT features ultra-low power and ultra-low 
cost, which are primary success factors for developing a commercial product. Furthermore it 
offers simplicity in protocol architecture to facilitate the development of the project.  Therefore, 
even though the disadvantages of ANT present, it is still considered as a prominent platform to 
quickly prototype the infrastructure of wireless networked control on an assistive mobility 
device and demonstrate it through non-critical applications.   
3.2 System Architecture  
 
  An existing wired architecture of a power wheelchair is usually composed with major seating 
and driving blocks, which is shown in Figure 3-2. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Wheelchair control system major blocks. 
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  The architecture gets progressively more complex as new technologies emerge. Future 
systems will need flexibility to allow new technology to be deployed as required so that 
solutions can meet both the functional and financial requirements demanded. Wireless 
communication is an enabling technology for achieving this goal. The major blocks of the 
wheelchair can be categorized in terms of compatibility of wireless techniques:  
 
1) Wireless techniques are not applicable over devices which are energy-consuming, e.g. 
servo controller. Since wireless nodes are usually powered by cell battery or energy 
harvesting, they ideally suits data transmission but not actuator operation. 
2)  Wireless techniques have difficulties to handle control applications which require very 
high data transmission rate and signal integrity.  
 
  A hybrid wireless network architecture is proposed. Many sensing and functional nodes are 
transferred from wired to wireless to provide more opportunities to expand systems, while 
other nodes that require high power and reliability remain wired and form the backbone of the 
system. This hybrid architecture is illustrated by a block diagram shown in Figure 3-3: 
 
 
 
Figure 3-3 A hybrid wireless network architecture block diagram. 
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  As shown in Figure 3-3, wireless technologies offer complementary solutions to the existing 
wired network. The whole system presents a hybrid architecture. In this hybrid network 
architecture, we can classify nodes into wireless nodes or remote node (only connected via 
wireless links), wired nodes (only connected to the wired network) and gateway node or hub 
node (connected to both wireless and wired network). The wired network is the backbone and 
powered by a main battery. DC motor controller, lighting outputs, remote joystick and seating 
outputs are all wired nodes, since they usually drain a large amount of power or perform 
primary user control. Wired backbone satisfies the requirements for such applications because 
the main storage battery with large volume of energy supply and its immunity to interference. 
Drive assist sensors, seating position sensors, attendant control and switch input are wireless 
nodes, which are power constrained, dedicate to low-rate and low-power applications with 
limited mobility. A wireless hub is a gateway node, which acts as a) a network gateway to 
provide access control to the wireless network; b) a network coordinator which constructs and 
maintains the network; c) a protocol convertor which converts the received wireless 
information to a format that can be interpreted by the wired backbone.  The scattered wireless 
remote nodes are deployed on the wheelchair to perform various tasks, to enhance the 
functionalities. They provide two sets of functions: one is to sense the environment, collect 
data and provide feedback to the system, such as seating position sensor and drive assist 
sensor; and the other is to provide user interface to achieve remote control, such as remote 
joystick and attendant control. 
 
  In this project, the wired network employs CAN BUS protocol, and the wireless network is 
based on ANT protocol. Bluetooth may be a complementary solution for system expansion as 
many commercial Bluetooth products are available in the market. For future perspective, 
wireless applications will embrace more emerging technologies: environmental control, 
secondary display and wireless HHP. Some of wireless applications is listed in Table 4: 
Position sensors 
for seating 
- Wireless micro-switch for actuators 
- Wireless tilt switch for seat angle  
Wireless 
attendant 
control 
- Simple wireless proportional joystick control 
- Advanced wireless control with Joystick, speed-pot, mode switch 
Environmental 
control 
- Transferability between beds and wheelchair 
- Remote control on windows, doors, lights, TV set and etc. 
Secondary 
display 
- Run-time information display using other commercial products, 
e.g. iphone 
Wireless  HHP - Remote program or configure the system via wireless links 
- An option that should be considered, but market evaluation is 
required 
Table 4 Wireless applications table. 
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3.3 Hardware Design 
 
  The platform supports system programming, debug and test on both embedded platform and 
PC interface. The block diagram of the prototype platform is shown in Figure 3-4.  
 
 
Figure 3-4 Platform Structure. 
This architecture will be applied on both master and slave nodes for prototyping. The features 
of the platform include: 
 Supports two SPI channels for interface with both transceiver unit and serial input. 
 External memory for ID management. 
 JTAG for both run-time debugging and PC interface. 
  The overall design of the complete platform consists of five functional blocks and three 
interfaces. The five functional blocks include RF transceiver unit, protocol driver (the 16-bit 
microcontroller), digital input, analogue input and external memory. Three interfaces consist of 
a Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) interface and two Serial Port Interfaces (SPIs). JTAG interface is 
used for programming and debugging purpose on Microcontroller Unit (MCU). One of the SPI 
channels is designed for driving the RF transceiver and the other one is used for 
communications between the wireless prototype and wired backbone of the power wheelchair 
through Unidrive. The schematic design for both complete platform and cut-down platform are 
shown in Appendix A.  
 
The RF transceiver unit  
 
  The COTS RF technology employed in this project is ANT+. ANT+ is the enhancements based on 
the ANT core stack enhanced with several new features. An interface for drop-in module is 
preferred rather than designing the circuitry of ANT+ transceiver. The selected ANT+ core drop-
in module is ANTAP281M5IB with connector interface rather than surface mount. The 
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connector selected is Molex 52991-0208-C as recommended on data sheet of Development Kit 
[1]. 
 
  The serial interface to the host MCU can be either synchronous or asynchronous depending on 
the configuration of the pin-outs and both interfaces are supplied in PCB design. Status and 
data messages are transferred bi-directionally to create and maintain communication channels, 
transmit data to and receive data from peripheral sensors and devices [2].  The interfaces for 
ANT+ transceiver is shown in Figure 3-5. 
 
 
Figure 3-5 Transceiver connector. 
Protocol Driver 
 
  The microcontroller in use is a MSP430F2410, with 56KB+256B flash memory. The MCU will be 
embedded with the ANT/ANT+ protocol. It provides the analogue and digital inputs and outputs, 
four serial interfaces and two I2C channels.   
  The reason to select MSP430 chipset is due to its ultra-low power feature, and ease-to-
implement. It is the standard component employed on the AT3 chipsets which are parts of the 
General Purpose ANT Chipset family, thus it is easy to kick-start the project with reference 
design provided with Development Kit.    
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  The on-board microcontroller can be programmed and debugged using JTAG interface. A PC 
interface will be developed via JTAG as well for testing and data collecting for prototype 
performance [3].  
  For ultra low power applications, the MCU contains one 16 MHz high frequency oscillator and 
one 32.786 KHz low frequency oscillator.  The low frequency clock can also be synthesized from 
the 16 MHz crystal oscillator clock. This saves the cost of a crystal but increases average power 
consumption because a significant power will be consumed for clock synthesis. In this project, a 
32.786 KHz oscillator is employed. 
  Two SPI channels are designed; one for the transceiver interface, the other SPI channel is used 
for serial communications with the commercial products in Dynamic Controls Ltd.  
 Power Supply 
  Two power connectors and one voltage regulator are used on the main board to provide a 
steady 2.5V supply. A coil cell battery holder is designed for remote applications due to its light 
weight and small size.  However, for most of the development time, the prototype will be 
programmed and debugged via JTAG interface. Thus, a DC power jack will be suitable for 
supplying power under this circumstance to conserve the energy of coin cell battery.  
  The Vcc range for EEPROM 24LC256 is 2.5-5.5V, for ANT transceiver is 1.9 -3.6 V and is 1.8 – 
3.6V for microcontroller. Thus a 2.5V power supply will satisfy the requirements from all the IC 
components. The voltage regulator is adjustable, so that the supplied voltage of 2.5V can be 
increased to 3V if 2.5V is too low to support stable performance for EEPROM.  
On-board Input Devices 
  The input devices contain ten switches and three potentiometers to provide digital and 
analogue inputs respectively. The analogue input ports are connected to internal 12-bit Analog-
to-Digital (A/D) converters built in the host microcontroller. Two headers provide interface with 
external digital/analogue input devices such as temperature sensors, accelerometers and etc., 
which extends the applications of the platform.  
  A scenario with mixed input signals from different devices will be developed on the prototype 
board. Therefore signals from different devices can share the message packets to optimize the 
transmission efficiency.  This will be extremely useful when the RF solution is transferred to a 
power wheelchair system, so that the modules are able to share the message packets if they 
are in close proximity and allowed to be deployed on the same PCB board. 
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3.4 Summary 
 
  This section presents some work packages prior to system developments, including protocol 
selection, overview of existing power wheelchair system and hardware design of wireless 
prototype.  
  ANT protocol has been selected to build a wireless platform for wireless applications on a 
power wheelchair, which offers ultra low power and low cost RF solution for commercial 
products.  It is a light-weighted wireless protocol with only 1 KB protocol stack for protocol 
driver, minimizing the cost on host MCU. The transmission range of ANT protocol is up to 30 
meters, which is sufficient for applications on a power wheelchair. 
  The power wheelchair system is built based upon CAN BUS backbone, so that the wireless 
platform is required to interface with the existing system architecture. The wireless solution 
aims to provide complementary functionalities rather than replacing the existing wired system. 
This requires a hybrid architecture which consists of both wired and wireless devices. In this 
section, we also envision the application domains of wireless solution on a power wheelchair, 
which help define the requirements of wireless platform development.   
  The hardware design of the prototype is intended for testing and demonstration purpose of 
the wireless solutions. To avoid burden in designing the RF transceiver and antenna, we decide 
to employ a drop-in module solution provided by ANT. The schematic and PCB layout are 
shown in Appendix B and Appendix C respectively. 
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Chapter 4 ID MANAGEMENT 
 
 
  In a wireless control network, a node usually represents a sensor module, an actuator or a 
control input unit within a mobile system. For the purpose of network construction and 
maintenance, an ID management module is required for the network coordinator to recognize, 
register and manage the device nodes in the network. ID management needs to manage the RF 
nodes by using attribute-based identifying and location –based addressing. 
  In this project, we aim to design an ID management module with intelligence to achieve 
autonomous network construction and maintenance.  
  This chapter is organized into three sections: Section 1 describes different methodologies for 
device pairing. Section 2 presents device localization methodologies which are essential for the 
network coordinator to obtain the physical topology information where each device node is 
installed. In Section 3, we establish an integrated ID management system to perform network 
self-organization through demonstrating a case study.   
 
4.1 Device Pairing 
 
  Device pairing enables two nodes to establish a reliable wireless connection.  In this chapter, 
we first present the state of the art in device pairing, and describe the requirements of device 
pairing in this project. 
  Extensive research works have been undertaken in device pairing. Many of them focus on 
building a secure link for temporary applications [9]. For example, two devices, such as a 
headset and a cell phone as shown in Figure 4-1, are controlled by a single user. Another 
example involves two users communicate with each other with a pair of cell phones, as shown 
in Figure 4-2. In both cases, a priority for device pairing is link security between two devices as 
the users do not want their data to be publicly available to all wireless devices in range, such 
device pairing schemes are termed as “Secure First Connect”. However, in this project, device 
pairing aims to establish permanent wireless links between network coordinator and device 
nodes to exchange sensing information and user command messages, data security is not a 
priority in this development. In such a pairing scheme, approaches with high intelligence and 
ease-of-implementation are preferred. 
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   Figure 4-1 One-user-two-device pairing.                           Figure 4-2 Two-user-two-device pairing.  
  A widely deployed approach is Bluetooth pairing which involves searching a list of devices in 
range and selecting a target from them with additional authentication procedure using Personal 
Identification Number (PIN) codes. This is also referred as PIN method. Push Button 
Configuration (PBC) method is an alternative solution for the users to push a hardware or 
software buttons on both devices to establish a wireless link. Near Filed Communication (NFC) 
method allows two devices to connect with each other in near field.  A plethora of alternative 
approaches have been demonstrated, some focus on simplicity [10, 11, 12], and others on 
security [13, 14, 15]. These different approaches fall into two categories: (1) based on out-of-
band (OOB) channels, and (2) based on proximity [16]. These two categories are classified in 
terms of how the users trigger the device to initialize the pairing process. OOB takes advantages 
of the use of auxiliary channels, which are both perceivable and manageable by the users who 
operate the devices [16]. Kobsa, et al. [9] compared devices pairing schemes based on OOB 
channels. Device pairing based on proximity is to pair devices when they are brought within a 
close distance with each other [16]. The NFC method described is a proximity-based method. 
This method usually involves distance detection by using acoustic or Received Signal Strength 
(RSS) strength. 
 
4.1.1 Device Pairing Strategy for Applications on Power Wheelchairs 
 
  This project aims to build a network which performs sensing and control over a mobility 
system. We begin strategy design for device pairing by looking into the key characteristics of 
wireless control network over a mobility system: 
Data Security:  Wireless links are relatively easy to eavesdrop upon or be manipulated. Thus, it 
is important to secure the links to protect privacy or prevent the links from outsider attack. 
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However, for a wireless control network over a mobility system, information transmission 
across wireless links is either environment sensing data or user control command data rather 
than confidential information, data security is not a major concern in this case. 
Robustness: System robustness is a major issue especially for an assistive system which targets 
for disabilities. The control network needs to maintain and analyze logs of system and network 
behavior, detect and identify any abnormal activities, ensuring that the system may recover 
itself as long as any faults arise or otherwise take emergent actions to protect users. Thus, 
device pairing is expected to offer advantages for the control network in terms of self-recovery 
and ease of maintenance and repair. 
Ease of Implementation: In an ideal setting, device pairing can be accomplished by a naïve user 
quickly, extemporaneously without explicit instructions. Suppose a wireless sensor node is 
engaged into the network, how can the network coordinator identify and register the sensor 
with right configurations (e.g. the position of the sensor deployed and the functionality of the 
sensor performs)? Search-and-Select scheme through a user interface such as a screen or a 
keypad on the end devices is a possible solution. However, it is laborious for users and not cost 
effective therefore it is not a proper solution in this project. 
Cost: The target of this project is to develop a networking protocol which can be applied on 
commercial products. Thus, constraints of cost need to be taken into account. Two criteria need 
to be satisfied in the design: 1) minimize burden imposed on manufacturing process; 2) avoid 
the use of auxiliary channels as they rely on either sensors – such as cameras, microphones or 
accelerometers – or peripherals, such as display or keyboards.  
  Under these constraints, a strategy for device pairing targeting for a wireless control network 
over a mobility system has been formulated. It is described as follows: 
  Authentication is not a major concern for device pairing in this case, this is unlike Bluetooth-
enabled devices which usually store and transfer private data. For data transmission across a 
wireless network of a power wheelchair, security refers to creating a private communication 
zone to isolate the data transmission from public RF environment rather than protecting data 
from eavesdropping or outsider attacks.  
  The scope of device pairing in this case is to construct a star network by associating each end 
node with a network coordinator rather than the bootstrapping of secure channels between 
two devices.  Thus, the objective is to find a device pairing solution which offers simple, reliable 
and fast process for network construction and maintenance. 
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4.1.2 Methodologies for Device Pairing 
 
  Device pairing refers a sequence of events through which participants of a channel establish 
connections between them. The participants need to be aware of special features of each other 
prior to starting pairing progress to distinguish those participants from others. Such features 
can be a shared secret, estimation of proximity and etc.  
  For commercial purpose, we need a device pairing scheme which is applicable for industry 
products. Based on the analysis in the previous section, we need such a scheme to provide 
compatibility and mass production of RF devices, which calls for standardization. In principle, 
standardization in manufacturing process is an effective cost reduction strategy and offers 
greater flexibility for users. This way user can replace any faulty device with a standard back-up 
device readily. This means, ideally, all the RF devices are expected to be manufactured with a 
standard set of hardware design and loaded with a standard set of target codes. However, in 
such a scheme, device pairing could be very complex because duplicates of RF devices are 
present. A network coordinator is not able to distinguish each node due to the lack of identities 
when multiple nodes join into the same network. Thus, more efforts are required to identify 
each participant node by - for example - through human interventions. To resolve this problem, 
we need an approach to identify each individual node prior to pairing device. This is achieved 
by pre-configuring each individual node.  
  Configurations of a device node include parameters which describe its identity, functionality, 
priority and etc.  These parameters offer all necessary information required to construct, 
operate and maintain a network, which are illustrated in Figure 4-3. Configurations offer a full 
description of individual nodes, and the level of descriptions involves a tradeoff between 
flexibility and ease-of-operation. A device node with only low-level configurations offers great 
flexibility in terms of capability to perform different tasks together with different wireless 
nodes, whilst, more efforts required to initialize such a node prior to pairing.   
  As shown in Figure 4-3, an identifier is globally unique number which provides a primary 
identity for any other device to recognize it. Device type is a field used to denote the type (or 
class) of each participating network device, and provides information to decode message. The 
global unique identifier and device type are categorized to be node-specific fields. The 
configurations in these fields are considered to be global identity for an individual node. 
Network number is a shared secret for restricting nodes to join into a private network. The 
network only grants access to a node only if the Network Number at both ends match, 
providing a measure of security and access control. Local address is a locally unique identifier 
assigned to a node within a private network. Local topology addresses the position of a device 
node installed. The network number, local address and topological address fields are 
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categorized to be network-specific because they are only required while constructing a network, 
configurations in these fields can be temporary. Functional parameters include all the 
parameters related to the operations such as search timeout, RF frequency, transmission power, 
message rate and etc. These fields are protocol dependent and discussed in details in case 
study. Two arrows indicates that it will be easier to construct a network if more fields of 
participant nodes have been configured prior to the device pairing, at the price of degrading 
the flexibility of the nodes. This is because with fewer fields preconfigured, more fields can be 
configured dynamically according the system requirements during the device pairing procedure, 
enabling the nodes to be deployed with larger flexibility.   
 
Figure 4-3 Wireless node configuration fields. 
  The concept of preconfiguration is to those parameters into a node during the manufacturing 
process. However, for mass production, preloading high-level operation-specific parameters 
such as message rate, RF frequency and search timeout is time-consuming and laborious. 
Furthermore, it degrades the flexibility of device pairing in the sense that RF devices are 
deprived of the capability of automatically reconfigure themselves to work with different types 
of sensors and control units. In contrast, low-level device-specific such as unique identifier and 
device type, preconfiguration retains flexibility of devices and can be executed automatically in 
manufacturing line.  For device pairing, a unique identity field is the baseline for network 
construction. However, for network-specific parameters such as Network Number, there are 
different strategies to deal with it. 
  With networking-relevant configuration field fully defined, network construction is executable 
with different device pairing schemes: 
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1. For each individual mobility system, preconfigure all the nodes which are intended to be 
deployed onto this system with a common shared secret (e.g. network key) before 
device pairing procedure initialized.  This is referred as the standard paring protocol. 
 
Figure 4-4 Standard pairing protocol. 
As shown in Figure 4-4, a link key      is already loaded into a pair of wireless devices, A 
and B, prior to device pairing. The link key value is encoded with global unique 
identifiers      and      on both devices. The standard pairing enables two devices to 
pair with each other by a handshaking protocol to mutually authenticate each other. 
2. Only one device stores a shared secret on each mobility system, and all the other 
devices “read it” using auxiliary channels. Many recent works proposed different pairing 
methods based on this strategy, such as “Seeing-is-Believing” method [18]. 
 
Figure 4-5 Seeing-is-Believing pairing protocol. 
As shown in Figure 4-5, in this scheme,        is a public key and it may be either 
permanent or ephemeral depending on the protocols. It can be encoded by two-
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dimensional barcodes or images, the other devices read the key through visual channels 
(e.g. camera). Seeing-is-Believing is a simple solution to implement device pairing by 
reading the shared secret, but camera is required at least one end, which is not practical 
on sensor motes. However, this strategy is fascinating for simplifying the device pairing 
protocol as one hub with pre- authenticated key is able to pair with other nodes without 
any specific configurations.     
3. Both devices for pairing establish a secret value by manual verification, and generate a 
secure link key. This methodology relies on human authentication for initializing device 
pairing. Most Bluetooth-enabled devices employ such a scheme [19].  
 
Figure 4-6 Bluetooth pairing protocol. 
In Figure 4-6, a standard pairing scheme for Bluetooth is shown. The association 
procedure between two devices, A and B, is initialized by sharing a low-entropy, human-
memorable secret value PIN. Both devices have access to each other’s global unique 
identifiers      and     . Initially, one device searches all other Bluetooth devices in a 
range, and the user selects one of them on the searching list to request an access, the 
device receives the request message will inform that a pin value is required. The 
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handshaking protocol starts once a pin is confirmed. This scheme provides secure 
channel link, but human intervention is imposed on the pairing procedure. 
4. Devices associate automatically when they are brought within a close distance of each 
other based on proximity estimation [20]. For many commercial RF platform products, 
proximity detection has already been an embedded module, which offers opportunities 
for applying proximity-based device pairing on commercial products.  
 
Figure 4-7 Good neighbor pairing protocol. 
In Figure 4-7, a pairing scheme based on proximity detection is illustrated. This is referred as 
Good Neighbor pairing scheme which is described in [20]. In this scheme, the receiver has two 
antennas      , separated by a distance L. While a message is received at hub B, distance is 
estimated by measuring the RSS      and       on each antenna respectively. These RSS 
measurements generate a shared secret on both ends for device pairing.  
4.1.3 Usability Studies on Device Pairing Methodologies 
 
  Although many device pairing methods have been proposed by current research works, each 
one has certain advantages and shortcomings. Therefore, a comprehensive and comparative 
usability study needs to be conducted prior to identifying the most suitable solution for this 
project. We overview the listed device pairing methods, perform analyses to evaluate these 
paring methods in terms of usability (e.g. ease of use, cost and pairing speed) and reliability (e.g. 
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error tolerance, system diagnosis and recovery). Many research works comparing different 
pairing schemes [21], [22], have focused on device pairing for peer-to-peer wireless 
communications, e.g. a single user controls two devices and two devices each controlled by its 
respective user, the contribution of this project is to conduct a comprehensive and comparative 
field study, focusing on device pairing for wireless network construction.   
  The requirements of device pairing in such a scenario can be derived from characteristics of 
wireless control network over a mobility system which has been described. These include: cost, 
ease of use, robustness and data security. In addition, for commercial purpose, we need to 
minimize the potential burden imposed by device pairing on both the manufacturing process 
and the end users. 
  Preconfiguration of shared secret offers advantages in terms of simplicity for end users and 
security for system. All the RF nodes which are intended to join a network have been pre-
loaded with a common shared secret before installation, a network coordinator broadcasts 
informing messages to all the nodes with the same network key and then registers them into 
the network automatically. This approach requires least amount of human involvements and 
offers security feature as well, as the shared secret has been encoded and encrypted in the RF 
device and prevents device pairing procedure from eavesdropping.    
  The challenge of this method arises due to the difficulties that users may encounter if they 
need to add a new RF device into the system. For instance, a user may have to replace faulty 
devices with new ones. In such a situation, the user needs to perform preconfigurations with 
explicit instructions and PC operations to load network secret of the intended network into the 
new nodes. As a consequence, this technique is highly constrained by the capability of users 
and availability of PC tools.  From perspective of supporting facilities, an interface port (e.g. a 
serial port) for communications between RF devices and PC must be integrated on the device, 
and a support software tool is required to perform preconfiguration.  As such, this approach is 
neither user-friendly nor cost-effective. Hence, it is not applicable for this project. 
  Reading a shared secret from other device is usually implemented in an OOB channel for data 
security. OOB channels are both perceivable and manageable by the users. Thus, the 
transmission across OOB channels is controllable by the operators to authenticate information 
exchanged over wireless channels. OOB channels rely on either sensors or peripherals to 
exchange information in a dedicated channel or a separate band to distinguish pairing 
information from normal operation data. This approach has certain flexibility. For each mobility 
system, one node (e.g. network coordinator) carries a shared secret, and all other nodes read it 
and reconfigure themselves automatically. This enables a network coordinator to pair with any 
other node which has not been assigned with a specific shared secret. However, auxiliary 
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devices are involved in such a scheme, resulting in higher cost. Moreover, this scheme usually 
relies on manual intervention for pairing procedure. 
  Pairing by manual verification (e.g. a low-entropy PIN value) is a proper approach to establish 
a transient link between two devices. During the pairing process, the two devices involved 
establish a wireless link by creating a shared secret (usually a user-input PIN code). The 
advantage is that the shared secret is encrypted prior to pairing, protecting data transmission 
from eavesdropping. The link can be deleted from either end. A peripheral device (e.g. keypad) 
is required for human interventions. 
  Device pairing may use proximity estimation instead of a shared secret. In this scenario, the 
RSS is measured at the antennas for retrieving relative distance between two devices based on 
a Log-normal shadowing model [23]. Device pairing based on proximity estimation offers 
enhanced functionality, a network coordinator is able to localize a node while pairing. This is a 
very useful feature especially if functionalities of wireless nodes are associated with the 
position they are deployed. Many current commercial wireless products (e.g. ANT+ core 
nRF24AP2) offer proximity estimation module, which makes proximity-based device pairing 
applicable for commercial products. However, applications of this methodology are still quite 
limited. To take advantages of antenna diversity, multiple antennas are expected to be built in a 
wireless device and spaced, this will make the receiver board large and expensive. The 
resolution of proximity estimation based on RSS measurements is limited. In consequence, this 
pairing method may misidentify multiple nodes which are placed in a confined space. Besides 
the RSS measurement is highly environment-dependent: uncertainties may be caused by 
scattering, RF interference and etc., especially in a dynamic environment. Thus, this method is 
not practical for device pairing of a wireless control network over a mobility system.  
  Device pairing by either reading a shared secret from other device or manual verification is a 
possible approach for constructing a wireless network over a mobility system. However, manual 
verification approach relies on peripheral devices for user input, which is laborious and 
increases hardware cost.  
  In the application dealt by research work, it is proposed that reading a shared secret can be 
carried out without need of any auxiliary devices in this scenario. This is because data security is 
not a prominent consideration in this a scenario, we can remove the use of auxiliary channels.  
One device can read a shared secret from other device through a normal operation channel 
rather than a dedicated channel, the shared secret is transmitted in a public RF environment. 
Thus, this method does not provide Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) protection. However, the 
device pairing procedure is entirely autonomous, no user interaction being involved. 
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4.2 Device Localization  
 
  Device localization is a primary task for the system to realize effective ID management. This 
will require extrinsic operations on the system to obtain location information of device nodes. 
An intelligent device localization solution needs to be developed to facilitate managing and 
maintaining the control network on a mobility system. These solutions of device localization are 
modularized as a Location Discovery Module (LDM) and interact with network protocols via an 
interface with autonomy to reduce the amount of manual effort required to carry out this task. 
 
                           (a)   Wired Infrastructure                                            (b) Wireless System 
Figure 4-8 A ultra-sonic sensing parking system. 
  Location discovery refers to the problem of coordinating scattered remote nodes deployed on 
different locations. The functionality of a node is associated with the location where the node is 
deployed. As shown in Figure 4-8, eight distance sensors (A - H) are integrated into the frontier 
and rear bumper of a vehicle. The system needs location information of each sensor to 
aggregate the collected data. For wired infrastructure, the system is able to locate sensors by 
the physical connections between sensors and ports (Figure 4-8 (a)). However, this is not the 
case in a wireless network (Figure 4-8 (b)): system requires the location information prior to 
registering the nodes which are installed into the system.  
  In recent years, there has been increasing amount of research effort devoted to localization 
problem in wireless domain. Most node localization solutions are developed for several 
domains covering military surveillance, environmental monitoring, and habitat monitoring and 
structural monitoring. In these applications, node localization aims to accurately find the 
location of each node in a large scale wireless network system. The objective of node 
localization in such schemes is to offer advantages for motion tracking [24], [25], [26], [27], [13], 
[28] in a dynamic environment or improve network functionality in terms of routing [1]-[3], 
bandwidth and path length optimization [4]-[6], power management [8] and security [7]. 
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However, device localization within an automotive system aims to provide information of node 
position for identifying functionalities of a node. In the remaining part of this section, we will 
establish the need for device localization within a mobility system and conclude the design 
strategy from analysis of the need. Furthermore, we will present different techniques that 
enable localization and meet the requirements. 
4.2.1 Need of Device Localization  
 
  This thesis deals with node localization of a wireless control network over a mobility system. 
While deploying a large number of wireless sensory devices around a mobility system to 
perform comprehensive detection and monitoring tasks, a network coordinator requires the 
spatial knowledge for processing data received from wireless nodes. For example, a power 
wheelchair is equipped with multiple distance sensor nodes, it is crucial for the network to 
identify the physical coordinates of each node to determine the orientation of distance 
measured from each sensor. In such a scenario, localization refers to relative position rather 
than absolute geographic position. This is a critical consideration for sensor identification, data 
fusion and data analysis in many applications [33], [34]. Device localization, in such a scenario is 
also termed as physical topology discovery, has attracted extensive research has been 
conducted recently [29], [30], [31], [32]. Within a self-constructed wireless network, topology 
discovery is a prerequisite to many applications.  
  The applications of device localization are divided into three categories based on their 
functionalities.  
Device deployment and installation: With self-localization schemes, a large number of wireless 
devices can be deployed and installed over a mobility system quickly. The network coordinator 
will obtain topology table with autonomous. 
Network diagnoses and maintenance:  For a wireless network to work reliably and robustly, it 
is vital to quickly and accurately detect and diagnose the faulty nodes. In such a process, 
topology discovery plays an important role. 
Energy conservation: With known physical topology of each individual node, network 
coordinator manages the node activities dependent on the mobility system activity in real time. 
For example, while a wheelchair is driven forward, distance sensors equipped in rear may enter 
idle mode for conserving power. 
4.2.2 Methodologies for device localization 
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  The design strategy of localization methodology is application-specific. In this thesis, 
localization aims to aid in constructing, operating and maintaining the wireless control network 
on a power wheelchair, this can be characterized as follows: 
1. Static framework: A network is classified as static in the sense that most nodes are 
stationary once a desired topology is formed, a few nodes (e.g. remote user control unit) 
may move around with limited mobility. Topology discovery is only processed during the 
construction stage of the network.  
 
2. Multi-functional network: For a WSN in which all the nodes perform one particular task 
(e.g. position tracking, temperature sensing), physical topology is the only attribute for 
node identification. However, wireless control network is an operational, multi-functional 
network with a mixture of different sensors and user input units to collaboratively 
perform comprehensive environment and system monitoring and control. Thus, in such a 
case, node identification is based on both sensor type and topological location.  
3. Spatial limitation. Within an automotive system, a number of nodes are deployed in a 
confined space, thus it becomes difficult to obtain location information by calculations 
based on distance and angle measurements due to the constraints of resolution of existing 
technology. The physical structure of an automotive device results in a scattering-rich 
environment, hence the measurements are prone to errors due to multi-path fading and 
scattering.  
4. Network topology. This wireless control network employs a wireless infrastructure mode 
with star or tree network topology, which means that a set of end nodes connects to a 
central unit (coordinator or router) directly. The control network can benefit from 
centralization with ease of deployment, ease of upgrades and so on. However, the 
localization algorithm is not able to take advantage of multi-hop information, i.e. obtaining 
location information from estimation of other nodes. 
5. Hardware requirement. To keep the overall network economically feasible, additional 
hardware aims for localization (e.g. directional antenna) should be avoided whenever 
possible. This keeps the size of the nodes small as well. Thus, it is preferred to use existing 
capacities which are available from commercial RF products (e.g. RSS measurements). 
6. Practicability and flexibility for end-users. One of the objectives of this project is to 
develop the wireless control network to facilitate mobility systems which are user-
oriented. From this point of view, the device localization methodology needs to offer ease 
of use and robustness for end-users. On the other hand, it is essential to investigate on 
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different localization techniques so that the LDM allows a range of access control to 
provide diversity and redundancy. 
  The main contribution of this section is to create wireless node localization solution which is 
oriented to the wireless control network applications over a mobility system (e.g. wheelchair, 
automotive and robot). This is different from localization systems and algorithms aim to create 
universal applicable solutions in outdoor or indoor environments. The aforementioned 
requirements pose significant challenges. One such challenge is how to achieve fast and 
accurate topology discovery with power-efficiency and low cost.  
  Physical topology discovery can be based on 1) topology table (TT) or 2) radiolocation 
technique (RT). Topology table is predefined in the network coordinator, which stores topology-
relevant information. Topology table maps distinctive characteristics (e.g. a unique 
identification) to topological locations. In a wireless environment, such identification is required 
to be encoded into an RF message frame and delivered to the network coordinator. Topology 
discovery based on topology table is fast and reliable. However, this approach relies on the 
predefined topology table and predefined triggering events: while a new node not listed in the 
table is joining into the network, operational burden will be imposed for reconstructing 
topology table and triggering events. 
  Radiolocation technique relies on sophisticated hardware which is capable of obtaining 
different physical variables for either distance measurements or triangulation. The Global 
Position System (GPS) is a well known example which relies on the time difference of the arrival 
(TDOA). Other physical variables include: received signal strength indication (RSSI), angle of 
arrival (AOA) and time of arrival (TOA). Radiolocation technique can be applied for both global 
geometric localization and local topology discovery. Many previous studies have been 
conducted on the network topology discovery, e.g. Criket [35], DV-Position [36], AHLoS [37] and 
SeRLoc [38]. These different localization schemes aim to different application domains, 
according to the requirements (e.g. measurements, accuracy) and constraints (e.g. hardware 
cost and size, power consumption, operation environment).  
 
4.2.3 Triggering Mechanisms for Topology Retrieving 
 
  In this thesis, data aggregation is not our prominent consideration as we propose to build an 
infrastructure for wireless control networking over a mobility system which has only a limited 
number of wireless sensors and control units, particularly for demonstration purpose. To 
simplify the project, we assume that the physical topology information of all the nodes have 
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been predefined in a topology table. Data aggregation in this project is discussed in this section 
only for future perspective. Thus we will focus on the different approaches which can be used 
in conjunction with topology table, while a study on radiolocation techniques is beyond the 
scope of the thesis due to the resource constraints.          
  For a wireless control network, the redefined topology table can be tracked by different 
approaches: 
1. 1. Pre-configure the remote nodes and store the physical topology information in 
the firmware of the nodes. This approach simplifies the device pairing process. 
However, it reduces the flexibility of the remote nodes: a pre-configured node can 
be only deployed onto a particular position which has been defined. Otherwise it has 
to be re-configured prior to deploying it anywhere else. 
2. 2. Associate each remote functional node with a unique pattern of socket which has 
been defined in the topology table in the hub node, as shown in Figure 4-9. Device 
pairing through the socket pattern is realized by a socket mounted on the system, 
two headers are reserved for power line, and the other headers are used for 
generating unique pattern to identify the position of the node, e.g. ON state 
responds to “1” and OFF state to “0”. While a wireless device node is plugged into 
the socket, it reads the power state of each header and encodes it into a message 
frame to broadcast to the network coordinator. The message carries the topology 
information of this node which is unique in the network, corresponding to its unique 
location within a system. This solution facilitates the pairing process of the remote 
nodes by reducing the effort of manual operations. However, a socket is required, 
this may be impractical for the remote nodes which are required to be installed in 
the locations where a socket cannot be placed, or a socket may render the design 
some potential disadvantages.  
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Figure 4-9 Logic pattern triggering. 
 
3. 3. Identify the position of a node by generating actions as shown in Figure 4-10. In 
some locations, it is possible to recognize a remote node by manipulating the system. 
For example, a 3-axis wireless accelerometer is mounted on a leg rest position of a 
wheelchair to sense the motion of it. While the leg rest of the wheelchair is lifting, 
accelerometer can capture the movement and feedback to the network coordinator. 
Thus, the network coordinator can identify its physical topology by linking it to the 
topology table, according to the feedback message received from the wireless node. 
This approach takes advantages from the hybrid structure of the control network, 
while a wired node (e.g. a leg rest) is already defined in the system topology table, a 
wireless node can be localized by linking its collected sensory data to some 
particular action of a wired node. This provides a complementary solution when the 
remote sensor nodes are designed to be installed in the places where a socket does 
not fit.  
 
Figure 4-10 Action detection triggering. 
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4. 4. A user interface is provided for users to visually control the process of a remote 
node to access the network through manual operations. A graphic user interface 
(GUI) can be developed for locating the devices by a user interventions. The 
predefine topology table is visually illustrated on a screen and offers access control 
for users. Each time while a new node is engaged into the network, the device 
pairing procedure is activated after users have indicated the physical topology of the 
node through GUI operations. The GUI can be a software package which is 
implemented on PC platform, and interface with a mobility system via cables (serial 
port or USB) or Bluetooth link. This solution fits all the devices without any limitation 
for localizing any wireless device node. However, the GUI software needs to be 
updated to obtain information of up-to-date devices information while advanced 
new modules which are not included in old version GUI intend to be employed.  
 
  These different methodologies allow remote devices to be engaged into a system network 
with different accesses, and provide users and industry program with a range of controls over 
the system. This design also builds redundancy into the network architecture to achieve high-
degree of reliability. These four approaches offer multi-layer architecture of device pairing 
process. During the device pairing, they are invoked in a sequence according to their priorities. 
To organize the layered architecture, it is essential to characterize these approaches and 
determine the priorities of each one. 
4.3 Implementation of Device Pairing on a Power Wheelchair with 
ANT+ Core Wireless Platform 
 
  ANT protocol offers a pairing mechanism base on channel configurations. Each channel is 
established between, as a minimum, a single master and a single slave participant. One master 
node can support a large number of slave nodes. The master acts as the primary transmitter 
and the slave as the primary receiver. Messages are always transmitted from the master node 
to the slave node at the designated channel period (Tch). It is optional that slave node sends 
back a message back or not in the reverse direction. This is shown in Figure 4-11: 
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Figure 4-11 Channel communication. 
 
  In order to establish a communication link between two ANT nodes, they require a common 
channel configuration that includes operating-relevant information. The details can be 
reviewed in [39]. 
  
  Channel ID is the crucial field to device pairing: only two nodes with matching Channel ID can 
establish a wireless link. Each wheelchair can be assigned with a common Channel ID, all the 
wireless nodes mounted on this wheelchair hold this Channel ID and constructs a private 
network. The private network, in this context, is not defined to secure access to intended 
participating devices, as Network Key does. Instead, it creates a protected RF environment for 
filtering data message from ANT devices from other networks in the proximity. Channel ID is a 
4-byte filed that contains 3 fields – Transmission Type, Device Type and Device Number. These 
three fields can be user defined, and the channel between two nodes can be established based 
on the predefined infrastructure scheme as shown in Figure 4-12. This is a standard procedure 
provided in ANT. More details can be found in [94]. 
 
  In this pairing scheme, configuration fields of both nodes have been fully defined for 
establishing a peer-to-peer communication link. Note that the configuration fields within the 
dashed line box have default settings and require setting only if a new parameters are desired. 
The other fields, however, have to be defined with certain values. Network Number and 
Network Key work together to provide an encrypted access for secure device pairing, a 
particular Network Number has a corresponding Network Key, and only channels with identical 
valid Network Key are able to communicate with each other. If an invalid Network Key is 
assigned, it will be recognized as default Public key automatically. Private Network Key costs up 
to $5950.00 US per key to obtain the license. Only the public Network Key is free for development 
but it does not provide the encrypted access. In this project, the field of Channel ID is defined as 
a common secret for establishing a private wireless channel. Channel ID is used to narrow down 
the selected device to associate and pair with. On a single device, multiple channels can be 
assigned with the same Network Number and Network Key. However, Channel ID must be 
associated to a particular channel. In order to establish a channel, the master node must specify 
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its Channel ID and the slave node must hold the Channel ID it wishes to search for. Only the 
Channel ID at both ends match, the channel can be established between the master node and 
the slave node. 
 
Figure 4-12 Process to establish communication channel [39]. 
 
  We propose to develop a network topology with a base station mode. In this topology, a 
gateway node (master) corresponds to register and coordinate all remote nodes (slave), and 
the remote nodes are able to be added into or removed from the network with ease and 
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flexibility. The network topology is denoted as auto shared network, which is shown in Figure 
4-13. 
 
Figure 4-13 Auto shared network. 
  To achieve this goal, we propose an auto paring scheme. This pairing scheme consists of two 
phases: 1) a gateway node registers a remote device node into the network with a unique local 
address; 2) the remote device node is assigned with a private Network ID.  
 
  A private network can utilize Channel ID field. Within each network, the gateway node stores a 
unique Channel ID, and each participant node reads it from the gateway node. However, the 
local address field is not associated with any default configuration field, and we need to define 
it by using data payloads. The serial message for communication between host MCU and ANT 
transceiver is defined by ANT protocol, and the basic format which is shown in Figure 4-14: 
  
Sync  
Msg 
Length  
Msg 
ID  
Channel 
Number  
Data_0  Data_1  …  Data_N-1  Check 
sum  
Figure 4-14 ANT serial message structure. 
Table 5 describes each component of the serial message: 
 
Byte #  
 
Name  
 
Length  
 
Description 
0 SYNC  1 Byte  Fixed value of 10100100 (Write flag) or 10100101 (Read 
flag), the LSB indicates the direction of communication  
1 Msg Length  1 Byte  Number of data bytes in the message. The number of bytes 
following the Msg ID with Checksum byte excluded.  
2 MSG ID  1 Byte Data type identifier, indicating the functionality of this 
message. Details can be found in [40]  
3 Channel 
Number  
1 Byte The particular channel which this message is assigned to, 
this information is not included for the messages which are 
not relevant to a particular channel  
4…N+3  DATA_1…D
ATA_N  
N Bytes Data bytes  
N+4 CHECKSUM  
 
1 Byte 
 
XOR of all previous bytes including the SYNC byte for error 
checking 
Table 5 ANT message description [39] 
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  This is the basic format for various serial messages, including configuration messages, control 
messages, notification messages, data messages event/response messages and etc. The details 
is presented in [41].For data messages, broadcast, acknowledged or burst, the data payload is 
fixed with 8 bytes. We can reserve one- or two- byte field as local address field to specify the 
source or destination of a data message. 
 
Data_0  Data_1 Data_2 Data_3 Data_4 Data_5 Data_6 Data_7 
Channel Data Payload for Peer-to-Peer Communication 
 
Local 
Address 
LSB  
Local 
Address 
MSB 
Data_0 Data_1  Data_2  Data_3 Data_4 Data_6 
Channel Data Payload for shared channel Communication 
 
Figure 4-15 Message payload format 
 
  The ANT shared channel suits wireless control network where a centre node receives data 
from a large number of wireless remote devices. The number of slave nodes supported is 
determined by the number of shared address bytes. Theoretically, with 2-byte addressing, 
more than 65k slave nodes can share a single master node. The shared channel communication 
scheme provides ease for network nodes management to avoid the problem of channel 
contention among multiple slave devices. This also enables the polling of each individual slave 
nodes to retrieve the received data, enhancing the reliability of network scheduling.  The 
channel operation flow is shown in Figure 4-16. 
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Figure 4-16 Shared Channel establishment and operation. 
  In Figure 4-16, the shared channel is established based on an assumption that the master node 
needs to pair with a slave node without a shared address assigned. This scheme allows master 
node to pair with an arbitrary number of slave nodes with unknown address and the slave node 
to be registered into and removed from the network dynamically. This requires an auto-pairing 
procedure for a master node to control and manage the multiple slave nodes. The auto-pairing 
functionality is encapsulated into simple Application Layer state machines together with a 
handshaking procedure. 
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  It also shows that the Channel ID of the slave node in Figure 4-16 is set to zero, which is a public 
Channel ID that enables the slave node to be associated with master nodes with different 
Channel IDs. This auto-pairing procedure will also enables the slave node to be merged into a 
private network by resetting its Channel ID from public to private scheme. 
 
  This auto-pairing handshaking procedure begins with a set of initial conditions which is 
essential for device pairing: 
 
1. A master node is identified by a unique 4-byte Network ID; 
2. Every slave node has a unique 4-byte manufacturing serial number. 
 
  A master node employs 8-channel chipset for capacity, and the channel 0 is dedicated to auto-
pairing for ease of management. The auto-pairing procedure is confined to channel 0 on both 
master and slave nodes. This converts the unique manufacturing serial number into a local 
shared address, constructing a private network. 
 
  The pairing procedure is triggered by pressing a button in a safe zone, and then the master 
node will enter into pairing mode for registering a new node. If there is more than one master 
node in close proximity to each other, they must not be triggered into pairing mode 
simultaneously so that they will not register a slave node which is not intended.  
 
  State machines are used in both master and slaved device to ensure that the pairing 
procedure is managed with a step-by-step approach. The state machines will only progress into 
the next stage if certain criteria are met. These criteria can be either a particular received data 
message or a channel event/response message. We will overview the essential stages required 
for auto-pairing first and then define the criteria for each stage. 
 
  The auto-pairing starts by broadcasting a message to inform that there is local address 
available (Address Available Message) in the master. The slave receives it and request to 
acquire the local address by sending back a Request Address Message which also contains its 
unique serial number. Since the Address Available Message is a broadcast message and may be 
received by many slave devices, in order to avoid contention between multiple slaves, the 
master sends a broadcast message (Busy Acquiring Message) with the received serial number 
to inform that the local address has been assigned to that particular slave. The serial number is 
a globally unique 4-byte field assigned to each slave node. The slave node receives it and 
confirms the local address being assigned by sending a Confirm Acquire Message. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4-17. 
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Figure 4-17 Simple handshaking procedure. 
  During each channel period, a serial of command messages are sent back and forth between 
the master and the slave nodes. The slave nodes always send an acknowledged message back 
to the master to ensure that it will only progress onto the next stage if the message is received 
and acknowledged by the master. 
 
  Assume that the first two bytes of data message payload is reserved for local addressing, the 
third byte is specified to carry command (CMD) information. The message format for each 
handshaking message is listed in Table 6: 
 
Source Command Type Shared 
address 
CMD DATA_1 DATA_2 DATA_3 DATA_4 DATA_5 
Master Address 
Available 
Broadcast [FF][FF] FF 00 00 Data 
Timeout 
Available Local 
Address 
Slave Request 
Address 
Ack [FF][FF] FD  Unique Serial Number of Slave 
Master Busy 
Acquiring 
Broadcast [FF][FF] FE  Unique Serial Number of Slave 
Slave Confirm 
Acquire 
Ack [FF][FF] FC  Unique Serial Number of Slave 
Master Address 
Full 
Broadcast [FF][FF] FB      
Master/ 
Slave 
Normal 
Data 
 Assigned 
Local 
Address 
      
Table 6 RF handshaking messages [42]. 
  In the example shown in Figure 4-18, a master node informs that local address 0x0001 is 
available by broadcasting an Address Available Message (0xFF), and a data timeout value 4 (8s) 
is suggested in the case that the device pairing procedure retries while it is not completed 
within that period. The shared address is specified to 0xFFFF during the entire device auto-
pairing procedure so that the device nodes are able to distinguish the pairing command 
messages from normal data messages. Thus, this shared address is reserved for device pairing 
only. While the message has been broadcast, a channel event message Event_Tx is sent from 
ANT transceiver to notify the host MCU that a broadcast message has been transmitted 
successfully. Note that during each channel period, a message will be transmitted automatically, 
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if no new message is desired, the previous message will be automatically transmitted. In the 
sequence diagram below, the messages in dashed line are the automatic messages but not 
relevant to the auto pairing handshaking procedure.  
 
 
Figure 4-18 Auto device pairing sequence diagram. 
  Any slave node receives the Address Available Message will send back an acknowledged 
Request Address Message (0xFD) which contains a 4-byte unique serial number to the master.  
In this example, the serial number is 0x12345678.  A channel event message Tx_Completed is 
generated by the ANT transceiver to notify the host MCU that the acknowledged message has 
been successfully transmitted and the automatic receipt has been confirmed.  
 
  The master transmits a Busy Acquiring Message once upon receiving the Request Address 
Message from the slave. Within this stage, the master acquires the unique serial number of the 
slave and records it for identifying the particular slave to which the local address is assigned to. 
The Busy Acquiring Message contains the acquired unique serial number, therefore it is 
broadcasted to all network nodes, but only one slave recognizes it. 
 
  At this point, only one slave with the matched unique serial number will continue the pairing 
process. The slave will send back an acknowledged Confirm Acquiring Message. While the 
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automatic acknowledged receipt is confirmed by the slave, the auto pairing procedure has been 
completed. 
 
  Then, both the master and the slave start normal operations, a master send a polling message 
to each registered slave node. If the slave has data in the buffer, the data will be sent in the 
reverse direction during the next timeslot. Otherwise, the slave has option not to take any 
action. In the Figure 4-18, the slave sends a data message which is 0x02. 
 
  The state machine shown in Figure 4-19 encapsulates the different stages that the pairing 
process will go through, and the conditions for progressing them.  
 
 
Figure 4-19 State machines for auto-pairing. 
  For multiple remote devices to be engaged into the network, the master node will repeat the 
auto device pairing procedure until either an end flag is raised to indicate that all the remote 
devices have been registered into the network or state is full which indicates that all the 
available shared address have been assigned to the remote devices. 
 
  The auto device pairing scheme allows a wireless node to be added onto and removed from a 
network dynamically. Any user is able to replace the faulty component on the runtime without 
instructions or training.  
 
  However, although the slave is assigned with a unique local address, the master does not have 
knowledge about the functionality and position of the slave, the registration process has not 
been completed. 
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  In Figure 4-20, a back position sensor is installed onto a power wheelchair. The transceiver 
block (with embedded RF transceiver module, sensor module and on-board battery) is plugged 
into a socket and activates the circuitry by on-board battery. A particular ON/OFF sequence is 
generated, and this sequence is predefined and recognizable by the system. The host MCU 
reads it and forwards it to the ANT transceiver. The ANT transceiver reports it to the wireless 
hub by sending a RF message, enabling the wireless hub determine the functionality and 
position of the node by scanning a lookup table.  
 
 
Figure 4-20 Installation of wireless node. 
  The wireless hub then registers the node into a log-in table, and the registration process has 
been completed. The log-in table will register all the information of the node for reestablishing 
the link while it is lost or reset. The basic format of the log-in table is shown in Figure 4-21. 
 
    The parameter fields in the log-in table are categorized into two different types according to 
their characteristics: 1) static parameters; 2) dynamic parameters. The shared address, device 
type, priority and location parameters are static and used for decoding and processing the 
messages. Other parameters like operation mode and power mode will change according to the 
status of the power wheelchair. These fields need to be updated during each channel period 
according to the system status and determine the corresponding actions.  
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Figure 4-21 Log-in table format. 
  However, at this point, the Channel ID of the slave remains public. This may cause potential 
confusion while multiple wireless hubs are present within its transmission range. The slave 
node needs acquire the Channel ID of the master and reboot itself from the public network into 
the private one. This scheme can be applied only if the requirements for security are not strict. 
Otherwise, a high-level security development will be required. 
 
  Prior to normal operation, the dedicated channel for device pairing, channel 0 will be closed at 
the master node and channel 1 will be opened for data transmission. Correspondingly, the slave 
node will switch from channel 0 to channel 1 to trigger the normal operation. This approach 
offers ease for channel management, as the each channel can be preconfigured with different 
requirements for different operations (e.g. device pairing, data transmission and etc.), and the 
node only needs to switch between different channels to perform different tasks.  
 
  The flow chart for node installation is shown in Figure 4-22. 
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Figure 4-22 Device pairing flow chart. 
 
  Therefore, the entire device pairing process can be illustrated in Figure 4-23. 
 
 
Figure 4-23 Auto pairing handshaking procedure. 
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  Figure 4-23 shows that the auto pairing is composed of three stages. In the first stage, the hub 
node assigns an available shared address to a remote node, and the available shared address 
value increases by 0x0001. This stage ends with the reception of a Confirm Acquire Message at 
the master end. During the second stage, the remote node reads the socket pattern as shown 
in Figure 4-20, the unique socket pattern within a network indicates the physical topology of the 
device.  The remote node thus encodes it into a Device Localization Info Message to transfer it 
to the master node while a Request Remote Info Message has been received. Then the master 
node records the physical topology information of the remote node into a Log-in table for 
interpreting data message received from it for system operations. The third stage begins with 
sending an Informing Network ID Message from the master to the remote node, and it informs 
the network ID of the network to the remote node as a shared secret to restrict the wireless 
communication between two nodes within a private network in order to avoid cross platform 
communication between multiple wheelchairs. The remote node will reconfigure its channel ID 
while it receives Network_Confirmed_Info message to build a private wireless link with the hub 
node. 
 
   Three stages are implemented during the auto device pairing stages. The first stage is 
operated in a public network environment so that the hub node is able to communicate with 
any remote nodes which intend to participate into the network. In the second stage, the hub 
node reads physical topology of each participating node and completes registration of the node. 
During the final stage, the remote node reads the common secret (the Channel ID of the hub 
node) and reconfigures its Channel ID to construct a private network. To successfully 
accomplish the auto device pairing procedure, the hub node needs to be initialized with an 
available shared channel address as a starting point, the maximum number of participating 
remote nodes and a unique 4-byte channel ID. The slave node must be configured with a 
unique 4-byte manufacturing serial number to differ it from any other nodes.      
 
 
4.4 Summary 
 
  In this chapter, we have developed an ID management method which features network self-
construction and self–maintenance. It is composes of auto shared address, device localization 
and Log-in table. The network gateway node (the hub node) is capable of performing auto 
device pairing without any user interventions. This offers a large flexibility for users to add new 
device into the system and take the faulty devices out of the system on the runtime without 
any introductions and training.     
  This chapter introduces some general ideas to perform device pairing and device localization 
which have been studies theoretically or applied to commercial products, and describes the 
advantages and constraints of each pairing method. This offers a comprehensive understanding 
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of wireless devices management, a justification for the pairing method developed in this thesis; 
and will further benefit future developments.  
 
  A case study of ANT+ core wireless platform on a power wheelchair has been presented for 
demonstrating the auto device pairing. The network self-construction have been tested and 
demonstrated with two remote nodes.  
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Chapter 5 POWER MANAGEMENT 
 
5.1 Power States Requirements 
 
  Power consumption is a key factor for commercialization of a wireless system. It is expected to 
allow years of operation without having to replace the battery for wireless communication.  
The power consumption depends on several factors, including wireless communication protocol, 
hardware design, message rate, serial interface and etc.  
 
  In the Section 3.1, an ultra-low power wireless communication protocol ANT has been selected. 
In this chapter, a power management method will be introduced to enhance the power 
conservation feature.  
 
  In a wireless network system over power wheelchair, the remote nodes are usually battery-
powered and thus power constrained, while the hub node is powered by the main battery and 
considered as power of infinity. To conserve power, one principle is to assign power-consuming 
tasks to the hub and keep the remote nodes operate in low-power mode. 
 
  To minimize the power consumption, the system design should have a philosophy of minimal 
impact and minimal use. The protocol must transmit only what is going to be used, when it is 
going to be used. Transmission should be as short as possible to allow devices the most time in 
low power mode. The key benefits with this approach is not only to reduce the total amount of 
power consumed by wireless communication and also to free up the bandwidth for more 
devices to occupy the same frequency band. 
 
To achieve this design goal, a design strategy is to manage the wireless mode in different 
device mode, and carefully design the power plan for each mode. The devices are able 
automatically change the way that they behave depending on the status of the system.  
 
The device modes indicate how the device is working. They can be classified into four 
different modes in the wireless wheelchair system: shipping mode, idle mode, parking mode 
and active mode.  
 
Shipping mode is applied while a wheelchair is stored in warehouse or transported to 
retailers. The system operates at ultra-low power in this mode, and it can tolerate slow wakeup 
up to two minutes. 
 
Idle mode can be used when the device does not need to communicate with the system for a 
short period of time and wait in standby mode. It requires reduced power consumption and 
instantaneous wakeup when updating changes occur.  
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Parking mode, also called power-down mode, indicating that the system is shut down for a 
prolonged period of time.  This mode can be applied while the users take sleep and etc.  It 
requires very low power and can tolerate sluggish wakeup time up to 10 seconds. 
 
Active mode is used while the system is operated, such as driving or seating. It requires all 
the operation-relevant nodes communication at full speed.  
 
A wireless node is assigned into different device mode depending on the system status, the 
power states of the device is controlled by the host MCU using software commands and 
hardware interruptions. The transitions between different power states are defined according 
to the system requirements. 
 
  For a system, different sensors and user input devices are required for different operations. 
Operation modes can be used to optimize the power consumption to allow only operation-
relevant devices be active when the system is implementing different operations, and other 
devices will keep in low power modes. When running a wheelchair, for example, some input 
devices may only control functions such as seating (e.g. changing the position or posture of the 
seating chair), in this case these devices can follow the idle mode rule while the wheelchair is 
driving. There are three different wheelchair modes: 
 
 Drive mode – non driving sensors and input devices can be put into idle mode 
 Seat mode – non seating sensors and input devices can be put into idle mode 
 Docked mode (connected to a PC) – unused sensors and input devices can be put into 
idle mode 
 
  In this section, different power states and state transitions of ANT+ transceivers will be 
discussed. Details of development and implementation will be described. The power 
management of the MCU, in this case, the MSP430 microcontroller chipset is not the part of 
this section. One innovative approach for power management, the Master-Slave Swap 
mechanism is the emphasis in this section.  
 
5.1.1 Power States and State Transitions 
 
  In system operations, the ANT devices will not transverse through these power states 
automatically. It is controlled by the host MCU using command messages or users interruptions. 
The triggering events for state transitions can be defined according to system requirements of 
different applications. 
 
  Figure 5-1 depicts that all power states and state transitions available in different device modes. 
The power states and the state transitions will be described in details in the following sections.  
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Figure 5-1 Power states and transitions. 
  One primary principle for power management development in this project is that, in a wireless 
control system, most remote nodes are not equipped with any user input interface, and users 
can only control the system through the hub node which has access for user interface. Thus, 
while the ANT of a remote node enters into a low power mode, it should be still able to receive 
incoming messages to accept power state transition messages from the hub node. 
 
  The ANT protocol has already provided power management module. However, they cannot be 
directly applied to the project to satisfy all the requirements. It requires the development of a 
full power management system based upon the power states provided in the protocol. Thus, it 
is helpful to review the power management embedded with ANT protocol first, and then we 
design a power management method based upon it and a novel power management method 
termed as Master-Slave-Swap will be introduced in Section 5.3. 
 
5.2 ANT Protocol Power Management 
 
  The ANT protocol provides four power states for different applications. It can be implemented 
in either asynchronous mode or synchronous mode. The details can be read in [89], [90], [91]. 
Both asynchronous mode and synchronous mode refer to the interconnections between the 
ANT and the Host MCU.  As there are two different serial interfaces available for ANT 
transceiver, and the power consumption and power management differ greatly for different 
interfaces. it is important to review each serial interface individually prior to developing a 
proper power management mechanism for wireless application on a power wheelchair. 
 
5.2.1 Power States in Synchronous Serial Mode 
  The synchronous serial interface between ANT transceiver and the host MCU is shown in 
Figure 5-2. In this mode, the host MCU must be configured as a synchronous slave and the ANT 
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transceiver as a master. The synchronous serial interface can be used to interconnect with ANT 
and host MCU with hardware synchronous serial data link (synchronous messaging with byte 
flow control), e.g. Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) or it can be simply maintained with I/O 
control when synchronous serial data link is not available on host MCU (synchronous messaging 
with bit flow control). In this section, only synchronous messaging with byte flow control is 
described, since power states and state transitions of bit flow control are identical to byte flow 
control, but more power consumption required for RF activities with bit flow control.    
 
Figure 5-2 Synchronous mode interconnections [90]. 
  The power states shown in Figure 5-3 are only available when running the ANT in synchronous 
serial mode.  
 
 
Figure 5-3 Possible power states and transitions in synchronous serial mode [88]. 
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  The operation mechanism of the synchronous mode interface is described in [91]. This is 
useful to briefly introduce it prior to understanding the power states and state transitions.   
 
Figure 5-4 Transactions from ANT to Host MCU with software      [90]. 
In Figure 5-4, it shows that the flow control in synchronous mode is controlled by     ,     
and         signals. For transactions from ANT to host MCU,     is asserted to indicate 
that the start of a message transfer, and      is pulsed to signal its readiness for transactions 
of each byte. For transactions from host MCU to ANT, the operating mechanism is similar, the 
sole difference is that the          signal is asserted first to indicate that host MCU wished 
to transmit messages to ANT. 
   
  The power states transitions in synchronous mode are detailed in Table 7 [88]. The flow 
diagram of power states and state transitions are shown in Figure 5-3. 
 
Transition Description 
pulse_srdy      signal pulse per byte 
        Message ready signal is de-asserted 
Activity Incoming RF activity or events that need to be processed  
Channel At least one channel is open 
SYNC_RESET Synchronous Reset 
Deep_Sleep_Cmd Serial message command (message 0xC5) 
Table 7 State transitions for synchronous mode. 
  To summarize the power states in synchronous mode, once the ANT has any channel 
remaining open, it can only operate in sleep or active states. ANT will transition to sleep state 
from active state automatically if any incoming RF event is detected by ANT and processed to 
host MCU by pulsing a      signal to start the message transactions from ANT to host MCU. 
When ANT opens at least one channel and no RF event occur and no      signal is asserted, 
ANT will remain in sleep state. 
 
  When ANT operates in idle or deep sleep state, all the channels will be closed, ANT will not 
receive any RF messages and the host MCU is not able to send any message to ANT. The only 
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difference between these two states is that the device does not need to erase all the channel 
configurations while it is in idle state. However, all the channel configurations will be cleared 
and require synchronous reset of the device when it transitions into active state from deep 
sleep state. 
 
  The synchronous reset is required to guarantee synchronization of synchronous serial port any 
time the device is powered up or it loses synchronization. The synchronous reset can be 
implemented in several different methods. The first method is hardware reset. It is only 
available when a reset pin is available on the chipset, ANT will be reset by asserting a reset 
signal via the reset pin. The second method is software reset. It simply passes a reset command 
message (0x4A) from host MCU to ANT via serial interface. This method is only applicable after 
communication has already been synchronized, but not applicable in power up state. The third 
method is to reset ANT by applying a specific sequence which is shown in Figure 5-5 [89]. This 
synchronization reset method will be applied for state transitions from the deep sleep to active 
state as it does not require any hardware interruption and it can be applied in power up state. 
 
 
Figure 5-5 Synchronization with ANT [89]. 
  The synchronization reset method in Figure 5-5 can be interpreted by pseudo codes shown 
below: 
 
SYNC_SMSGRDY_DEASSERT();         //de-assert SMSGRDY signal (SMSGRDY = 1) 
Timer_DelayTime(2 ms);                   //a 2 mini-seconds delay 
SYNC_SRDY_ASSERT();                      //assert SRDY signal (SRDY = 1) 
Timer_DelayTime(300 us);               //a 300 micro-seconds delay 
SYNC_SMSGRDY_ASSERT();             //assert SMSGRDY signal (SMSGRDY = 0) 
Timer_DelayTime(2 ms);                  //a 2 mini-seconds delay 
SYNC_SRDY_DEASSERT();                //de-assert SRDY signal (SRDY = 0) 
Return (if SEN == 0);                         //wait until SEN is asserted 
 
  The flow control during this synchronization reset process can be illustrated in Figure 5-6 . 
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Figure 5-6 Synchronization serial communication [91]. 
 
  Note that the SMSGRDY signal must be de-asserted for sufficient period of time to wait for 
ANT to finish power up and get ready for incoming messages. Otherwise the ANT will not 
transmit the first message properly. The first message is a SYNC message, and it is always 
transmitted from ANT to the host MCU and used to indicate the direction for communication in 
the serial interface port. It can be either 0xA4 or 0xA5, with the least significant bit indicating 
the direction of the remaining bytes (0: messages receive from ANT to host MCU; 1: messages 
transmit from host MCU to ANT). The synchronization can be accomplished only when the SYNC 
message is received, the ANT will not return a SYNC message if the SMSGRDY signal is not de-
asserted for enough time. 
 
  In this section the power states and state transitions of synchronous serial interface are 
introduced. The following section will briefly describe those of asynchronous serial interface, so 
to compare the power managements with different serial interface and thus determine an 
optimal way to conserve power. 
  
5.2.2 Power States in Asynchronous Serial Mode 
 
  Asynchronous serial interface is usually applied for interfacing ANT with host MCU which is not 
equipped with synchronous serial hardware.  The interconnection between host MCU and ANT 
is shown in Figure 5-7 [91]. 
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Figure 5-7 Asynchronous mode connections [91]. 
  The baud rate of the asynchronous interface between host MCU and ANT can be configured 
from 1200 to 57600 baud. Flow control of asynchronous mode is performed by the RTS signal.  
The power states and state transitions are shown in Figure 5-8. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-8 Possible power states and transitions in asynchronous serial mode [88]. 
  Figure 5-8 depicts all the possible power states and state transitions for asynchronous mode. 
The suspend state is the only one that is not available in synchronous mode. However, the 
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other four transition states differ from those for synchronous mode, and are summarized in 
Table 8.     
Transition Description 
Goto_Sleep       signal asserted (active high) 
Goto_Suspend          signal asserted (active low) 
Activity Incoming RF activity or events that need to be processed  
Channel At least one channel is open 
Deep_Sleep_Cmd Serial message command (message 0xC5) 
Table 8 State transitions for asynchronous mode 
  The differences of power management modules between asynchronous interface and 
synchronous interface are caused by the flow control mechanism. In asynchronous mode, host 
MCU uses        and         signals to allow ANT to enter into sleep and suspend mode 
which helps conserving power consumption. This power state is not available in synchronous 
flow control.   
 
  The suspend state can be considered as an intermediate state and allows ANT to enter a low 
power state from either idle state or sleep state. In the suspend state, all RF activities will be 
terminated and ANT will be reset while entering into or taking out of the suspend state. This 
state is useful for applications that require suspend functionality such as USB stick.  
 
  Power states and state transitions for asynchronous mode and synchronous mode have 
different characteristics and should be used for different applications. It is useful to understand 
the differences between them, and which one should be the optimal for application of wireless 
control for a powered wheelchair. 
5.2.3 Comparisons of Power Management Methods between Asynchronous 
Mode and Synchronous Mode 
  The serial interface does not make significant difference in power consumption. The current 
consumptions for different modes do not change for the given state in either asynchronous 
mode r synchronous mode [88]. The details are shown in Table 9. 
 
Power State With 32 kHz External Clock Without 32 kHz External Clock 
 Synchronous  Asynchronous Synchronous Asynchronous 
Active ~3 mA ~3 mA ~3 mA ~3 mA 
Suspend N/A 2 uA N/A 2 uA 
Sleep 3 uA 3 uA 100 uA 100 uA 
Idle 2 uA 2 uA 2 uA 2 uA 
Deep Sleep 0.5 uA 0.5 uA 0.5 uA 0.5 uA 
Table 9 Current consumptions in different power states. 
  The presence of external 32 kHz clock has significant impact on power consumption in both 
modes. This is because the 32 kHz clock has to be synthesized from the internal clock if external 
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clock is not used, this will increase the current consumption. Table 10 shows that such impact is 
significant for ANT running in sleep state, but it is negligible for other power states. This is 
because, in active state, the current consumption for clock synthesis makes only slight increase 
to total current consumption, and for deep sleep and idle states, all the peripheral clocks will be 
disabled, the clock synthesis will not take any action. The average current consumption for 
message reception and transmission with different interfaces is shown in Table 10.  More details 
can be found in the data sheet [92].  When running ANT in synchronous mode, it always 
requires less current consumption. And for asynchronous mode, the average current 
consumption usually decreases with higher baud rate.  
 
Conditions Average Current 
Consumption (uA) 
Average current per Rx message in sync mode byte flow control 21 
Average current per Rx message in async mode at 57600 baud 22 
Average current per Rx message in async mode at 50000 baud 25 
Average current per Tx message in sync mode byte flow control 27 
Average current per Tx message in async mode at 57600 baud 40 
Average current per Tx message in async mode at 50000 baud 45 
Table 10 Average current consumption for different applications and different interfaces. 
  Another major difference is that the suspend state is not supported in synchronous mode. The 
suspend state is useful for the applications that require suspend functionality. However, for 
applications of wireless control on a power wheelchair, the suspend functionality is not 
required. Hence it will not make any impact for such an application. 
 
  Sleep state is the only low power state that still allows ANT to open channel and receive RF 
messages for both synchronous and asynchronous modes. However, the operating mechanism 
is different. In asynchronous mode, the sleep state is controlled by the       signal. ANT will 
halt any transmission from host MCU to ANT once        signal is asserted. However, 
transmission from ANT to host MCU will remain in the active state, regardless of the status of 
      signal. This can be illustrated in Figure 5-9(a). While       signal is asserted, serial 
interface transmission from the host MCU to the ANT transceiver is disabled, the ANT 
transceiver will send message to the host MUC when available, regardless of the state of 
      signal.  
 
  In synchronous mode, sleep control is different: all the state transitions in synchronous mode 
are automatic, which means no interruption from the host MCU will be required to change the 
power state. In contrary, it is up to the host MCU to control the state transitions in 
asynchronous mode. This is illustrated in Figure 5-9(b), ANT transceiver will automatically 
transition into the sleep state at any time it is waiting for an      pulse and return to the 
active state while an      signal is pulsed and an RF event is detected. For each time an  
     signal is pulsed, the serial clock signal will be activated to start serial interface 
communication and deactivated (tied to high) while one byte serial message has been 
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completed. The ANT transceiver will then remain in the idle state until the next      pulse. 
During the sleep state, the host MCU will not be able to receive or transmit serial messages to 
the ANT transceiver. 
 
Figure 5-9 Sleep control in asynchronous and synchronous modes 
  Resetting ANT in asynchronous mode is different from that in synchronous mode. Resetting in 
synchronous mode has been described Section 5.2.1, with three different methods. In 
asynchronous mode, ANT provides a special method which is available in asynchronous mode 
only. In Figure 5-8, it is shown that ANT can only enter into suspend state from either idle or 
sleep state. If          signal is asserted while running ANT in active state, ANT will be reset 
immediately, as shown in Figure 5-10 [88]. 
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Figure 5-10 Resetting ANT using         signal. 
  Unlike asynchronous mode, transitions into deep sleep state do not require additional timing 
constraints in synchronous mode. In synchronous mode, ANT can enter into the deep sleep 
state by simply sending deep sleep command messages. In asynchronous mode, to enter into 
the deep sleep state, the       signal must be asserted within 1.2 ms after the deep sleep 
command message (0xC5) is sent to ANT, which is shown Figure 5-11.   
 
Figure 5-11 Deep sleep control in asynchronous mode. 
  In this section, some differences for power managements between two different serial 
interfaces between host MCU and ANT has been introduced. Some of these differences will not 
have significant impact on the applications for wireless control on a power wheelchair, and 
others should be taken into account for developing a proper power management for such an 
application.  
5.2.4 Choice of Synchronous Serial Interface 
  Requirements of power management for the applications of wireless control on a power 
wheelchair have been described. Requirements of different power states and state transitions 
have been determined in different scenarios according to the application. Now it is crucial to 
take further research to find the gaps between project requirements and power management 
supported by ANT wireless protocol, and thus to determine the methodology to fill the gaps.  
 
  The first step to achieve this goal is to determine a proper serial interface for such an 
application. The comparisons between power managements in synchronous mode and 
asynchronous mode have been described. To determine which one is a more proper serial 
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interface for this application, two primary factors need to be considered: 1) power 
consumption and 2) ease of state transitions control. 
 
  Power consumptions are almost the same in different serial interfaces, as listed in Table 9. 
From Table 10, it is shown that power consumption in synchronous mode is slightly less than 
that in asynchronous mode, in the measurement of micro-amperes. However, the slight 
difference in power consumption can be accumulated to large amount over long time period. 
 
  For state transitions control, ease of control refers to quick response and reliable transitions. 
State transitions in synchronous mode is more automatic, requiring control over serial signals 
such as         and      . In asynchronous mode, extra controls over       and 
        signals are required for ANT to transverse through different power states.  
 
  The asynchronous serial port provides the unique suspend state. It is quite useful for 
applications that require suspend functionality (such as USB stick). However, for applications in 
this project, it is not necessary.  
 
  To summarize the power management provided by ANT wireless protocol, the synchronous 
serial interface consumes less power and provides ease of state transitions control, which is 
considered to be a more proper interface for this project. 
 
5.3 Master-Slave Swap Operation 
 
  To understand the Master-Slave Swap (MSS) operation, it is quite important to introduce some 
features of ANT wireless protocol. With ANT protocol, a wireless communication channel is 
built between two nodes, as shown in Figure 5-12.  
 
 
Figure 5-12 ANT nodes and the channel between them. 
  To establish a wireless channel, one node has to be configured as a master node and the other 
one as a slave. Master node controls timing of a channel, which means, for each data 
transmission, the master node will initiate the communication by sending an addressed 
message to the slave node, and the slave node can optionally transmit a message in the reverse 
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direction after it receives the message from the master node. This feature results in more 
power consumption: for a slave node to send an RF message to a master node, it always 
requires one reception and one transmission, which can double the power consumption or 
even more.  
 
 
Figure 5-13 Shared channel topology and communication. 
  In this project, when running the system in active mode, shared channel topology is used, as 
shown in Figure 5-13 (a). In this network topology, the hub node is configured as the master 
node and remote nodes act as the slave nodes. The advantage of this configuration is that the 
hub node is able to allocate time period to each remote node in the network and cycle through 
each remote node for wireless communication, as shown in Figure 5-13 (b). The hub node is 
connected to the main battery of the wheelchair as a gateway node, which can be assumed to 
be power infinite. The remote nodes are all battery powered, which is power constrained.  
 
  Shared channel topology takes advantage of ease of control at the expense of more power 
consumption. If remote nodes can be configured as the master nodes and the hub node act as 
slave node, they will be able to send RF messages to the hub without having to listen to the 
channel for receiving addressing messages from the hub, resulting in a significant reduction in 
power consumption for remote nodes. By this means, the network will be re-configured as a 
one-slave, multi-master topology.  
 
  The ANT wireless protocol provides continuous scanning mode to allow a slave node to receive 
messages from multiple master nodes [93]. This can be utilized as the foundation for the 
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development of MSS.  The continuous scanning mode will be introduced first, followed by one 
section to describe how it will be applied for conserving power for the wireless network in this 
project, how MSS can be developed based upon the continuous scanning mode and finally the 
implementation of it. 
   
5.3.1 Continuous Scanning Mode 
 
  The continuous scanning mode refers to configuring an ANT node in scanning mode to 
continuously listen to the channel and receive messages from multiple nodes at any time.  The 
network topology is different from the shared channel, as shown in Figure 5-14 (a). 
 
 
Figure 5-14 Network diagram. 
  In a shared channel mode as shown in Figure 5-14 (b), a master node controls timing of all the 
remote nodes in the network and cycles through each node by polling operation. All the 
channels are operated in synchronized fashion. However, in the continuous scanning mode, a 
central slave node remains active to listen to the channels and receive messages at any time. 
The comparison of these two different modes is shown in Figure 5-15. 
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Figure 5-15 Network operations 
  It is shown that the operation mechanisms differ between the two network structures. In the 
shared channel mode, channel operations are performed in a synchronous fashion, RF events 
only occur in each channel period. However, in continuous scanning mode, a master node can 
transmit any time it wishes to send a message. This results into two different modes for 
triggering the node: event-driven mode for the continuous scanning mode and schedule-driven 
for the shared channel mode, shown in Figure 5-16.  
 
  Note that in the schedule-driven mode, the hub node triggers each remote node by sending 
addressing messages in each message period to avoid channel collision. In the event-driven 
mode, the remote node will send data message whenever available, and the hub node receives 
the message without the latency associated with channel acquisition on synchronization in the 
shared channel mode. However, if too many remote devices operate in the networks 
simultaneously, the odds of channel collision will increase, and the remote nodes will have to 
retransmit the messages if they have not been transmitted successfully. This can increase the 
system latency and power consumption. A mathematical model is built to compare the power 
consumption with these two different operation modes, the details are described in Section 5.5.  
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Figure 5-16 Two different modes for node triggering. 
 
  In continuous scanning mode, the central node is configured as a slave node and always 
operates in continuous scanning mode, thus it consumes significant power (~ 18 mA). Hence, 
the central scanning node should be powered by a source with sufficient power capacity. In this 
project, the continuous scanning mode is running on the hub node which is connected to the 
rechargeable main battery, with large power capacity. 
 
  The continuous scanning mode offers the advantages of conserving power. However, the 
shared channel mode has the advantages of precise channel timing control, especially when a 
network runs at high data rate. Hence, the network needs to swap modes between the 
continuous scanning mode and the shared channel mode to capitalize on the benefits of both 
operation modes according to the requirements of the operation scenarios. Such a swap 
operation method denoted as Master-Slave Swap, is the key to energy-efficient operation of 
the wireless network on the power wheelchair. It implies that all the nodes need to be 
reconfigured from master to slave or vice versa.  
 
5.3.2 Master Slave Swap Handshaking 
 
  Assume that a network is self-constructed in the shared channel mode, and it wishes to 
transition into the continuous scanning mode. To complete such an operation, a handshaking 
procedure, denoted as Master Slave Swap (MSS) handshaking, must be devised. 
 
  To perform the continuous scanning mode, the central node requires several steps for 
configuration, as shown in Figure 5-17.   
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Figure 5-17 Scanning mode Setup for the hub node. 
  Note that the central hub node operates in channel 1 after auto pairing is completed. However, 
the continuous scanning mode can be only performed in channel 0. Thus, it requires channel 0 
to be opened and all other channels to be closed, since the continuous scanning mode makes 
full use of the radio. While running the continuous scanning mode with any other channel open, 
ANT will send a CLOSE_ALL_CHANNELS (0x19) message to indicate that it is an invalid attempt. 
And since channel 0 has been already been configured for the shared channel mode, a 
procedure for channel reconfiguration has to be executed prior to opening the continuous 
scanning mode.  
  
  As the first step, the hub node determines to start MSS when it accepts a triggering event, e.g. 
a user command. Then it keeps sending broadcast messages to all the remote nodes in the 
network to inform them to take actions for MSS. To complete MSS, back and forth 
communication takes place between the hub and remote nodes, which is shown in Figure 5-18. 
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Figure 5-18 MSS sequence diagram. 
 
Note that: 
① Arrows in dashed line represent automatic messages. While host MCU does not send 
to ANT any message to transmit, ANT will automatically repeat transmission of the 
message which has been transmitted in the previous time slot. 
② Channel configuration for ANT channel involves a set of command messages from 
host MCU to ANT to define all the configurations required for channel setup, the details 
can be found in [94].  
③ ANT_CloseChannel message is sent to close a channel which has previously opened. 
The host will indicate that the message has been received by ANT while a 
Response_No_Error (0x00) message is received. However, the channel will not be 
successfully closed until the host receives an Event_Channel_Closed (0x07) message.  
④ For a remote node, channel_2 has been previously configured for operations in the 
continuous scanning mode. Thus, during the procedure of MSS handshaking, it simply 
opens the channel_2 instead of configuring channel_0. 
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  Figure 5-18 shows a scenario that how MSS is performed to transition from the shared channel 
mode into the continuous scanning mode. The MSS handshaking procedure starts by the hub 
node broadcasting a message MSS_Informing_Info to inform a remote node that the system 
wishes to enter into the continuous scanning mode. The remote node then indicates that it has 
received the informing message by sending back an MSS_Enable_Info message.  The hub node 
indicates the completion of MSS by broadcasting an MSS_Confirm_Info message when the 
MSS_Enable_Info message has been received. Then the hub closes all other channels, in this 
scenario the channel 1; and reconfigures channel 0 for the continuous scanning mode. Note 
that the reconfiguration of channel 0 begins with ANT_Unassign_Channel_0 message (0x41). 
This command message is only required for configuring a channel which has been previously 
configured: even the channel has been closed, the channel configuration remains and must be 
unassigned prior to reassigning it. During the reconfiguration procedure, the channel will be 
configured as a slave receive channel, either receive-only channel (0x40) or bidirectional-
receive channel (0x00), as shown in Figure 5-17. The reconfiguration of channel 0 ends up with 
ANT_OpenChannel_0 message, which indicates that the channel has been setup for the 
continuous scanning mode, and the command message ANT_Open_Rx_Scan_Mode (0x5B) is 
sent to open the continuous scanning mode. The hub will be always active and pick up any 
message, regardless of time period. 
 
  Following the initiation by the hub node, the remote node closes channel 1 and opens channel 
2 once it receives MSS_Confirm_Info message. Channel 2 has been previously configured as a 
bidirectional master channel, with all other fields retaining the initial configurations that have 
been assigned during the auto paring procedure. Once channel_2 has been opened, the remote 
node will immediately broadcast messages. However, these messages cannot be received by 
the hub node if the channel setup has not been completed at the hub node end.  
 
  In Figure 5-18, the remote node sends data message to the hub after the continuous scanning 
mode has been enabled. Note that the data message has a unique shared address 0x0001, to 
allow the hub node identify the source of each message. The data type is 0x08 which is defined 
for heart-beat message, which is used for informing the presence of the remote node and used 
for the hub node to maintain the RF link while low power mode has been applied. The seventh 
byte (0x01) is the information byte that carries the information collected at the remote end and 
required by the hub node. 
 
  The handshaking message starts with the shared channel address (0x0001) which is inherited 
from the auto device pairing procedure, followed by the data type byte (0x05) which is reserved 
for indicating that the message is used for MSS handshaking messages. Two CMD bytes are 
specified for command information, indicating the stage of the handshaking procedure. These 
handshaking messages are user-defined to control the handshaking procedure. The message 
format is shown in Table 11, with the example that the shared address is previously configured 
as 0x0001: 
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Source  
 
Source  
 
Type  
 
Shared 
Address 
Data 
Type 
 
CMD Data_1  
 
Data_2 
 
Data_3 
Hub MSS 
Inform 
Broadcast [00][01] 05 FFFF 00 00 00 
Remote MSS 
Enable 
Broadcast [00][01] 05 FFFE 00 00 00 
Hub MSS 
Confirm 
Broadcast [00][01] 05 FFFD 00 00 00 
Remote Master 
Data 
Broadcast [00][01] 08 0000 00 01 00 
Table 11 User-defined RF handshaking messages for MSS 
  The state machine shown in Figure 5-19 illustrates how the MSS is progressed at both hub and 
remote ends, and the conditions for state transitions. 
 
 
Figure 5-19 State Machine for MSS 
Note that the remote node has been configured with shared address 0x0001 and both ends 
start MSS from active mode. The triggering event for MSS at the hub end could be defined as 
user operation (e.g. button) or automatic control (e.g. remains idle for a certain time period).  
The remote node enters into MSS while it receives an MSS_Inform_Info message that matches 
its shared address. 
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The remote node will open a master channel and swap into master mode once it receives 
MSS_Confirm_Info message. However, for the hub node, it will cycle through all the remote 
nodes in the network prior to closing all other channels and configuring the channel_0. A 
full_MSS_flag will be flagged if the hub confirms that MSS for all the remote nodes have been 
completed. 
 
 Running the wireless communication in the continuous scanning mode can minimize the 
power consumption for the remote nodes. However, since communications are performed in 
asynchronous fashion, channel congestion may occur with a higher probability especially in the 
presence of a large number of remote nodes. This issue needs to be taken into account and 
further researched for utilizing MSS for power management on a power wheelchair. 
 
In this project, MSS is only developed and tested for a peer-to-peer scenario. For MSS 
operations for one-hub, multi- remote structure, the scanning node is able to support a number 
of simultaneous transmissions. The maximum number of simultaneous transmissions is limited 
by the available bandwidth of the scanning node and the resources provided by the host MCU 
on the scanning node. The ANT+ protocol can tolerate up to 300 nodes at 1 Hz transmission 
rate in the same RF space [95]. In an ANT network, for operations in a shared channel mode, 
master device performs channel management for synchronous channelization, so that 
transmissions from different slave nodes are able to coexist with each other in a given RF space. 
However, transmissions in the continuous scanning mode are performed in an asynchronous 
nature. The scanning mode is active at full time and receives messages from any master device 
regardless of its channel period, which means transmissions from multiple master nodes may 
collide with each other. It is important to perform channel management to synchronize 
transmissions from all the master devices after MSS is performed, so that transmissions from 
each master device only occurs only in the channel period that has been allocated to it. The 
development of channel management for the continuous scanning mode is not included in this 
thesis, but a part of future development. 
 
5.4 Implementations of Power Wheelchair with Developed Power 
Management Module 
 
The power management module is developed based upon ANT+ protocol, and targeted to 
satisfy the requirements of power states and state transitions for a power wheelchair.  The 
power states and state transitions requirements are described previously. In this section, a case 
study will be conducted to illustrate how the power management will be performed for a 
power wheelchair. Note that the serial interface between ANT and host MCU is synchronous 
mode with byte flow control. 
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As described previously, in a wireless control network for a power wheelchair, a node has 
four power modes: shipping mode, parking mode (or power down mode), idle mode and active 
mode. A distance sensor is taken as an example for interpreting how the sensor operates within 
each power state and how the state transitions will be performed. 
 
Assume that a wheelchair is operating in drive mode, and the distance sensor is operated in 
active mode for collision avoidance purpose. Assume that the wheelchair is mounted with ten 
wireless sensor nodes and four of them are drive-relevant. Hence, the hub node will cycle 
through four remote nodes during each polling cycle, the distance sensor receives an 
addressing message from the hub node and transmit back data message which contains 
distance information it has collected. This can be illustrated in Figure 5-20. 
 
Figure 5-20 Operations of distance sensor in active mode. 
Note that while the network operates in shared channel mode, the communication between 
a master node and a slave node is performed in synchronous nature. While all channels are 
closed on the slave side, the slave node will lose synchronization response in a very short 
period of time and thus not response to any RF events or command messages from the host 
MCU, acting as completely “dead”.  Thus, for wireless communications in the shared channel 
mode, the slave node has to receive an addressing message in each channel period to maintain 
its synchronization, otherwise it will lose channel link to the hub in a short period. However, the 
slave node may choose not to send back data messages to the hub node during the channel 
period that the hub node sends addressing messages to other slave nodes within the network. 
This can be achieved by simply sending a null message at the slave side, Figure 5-21 shows the 
transitions that a slave node transitions from the active mode to the idle mode with such an 
approach. Note that sending a null message can only disable RF transmission on a slave node. 
For a master node, ANT transceiver will automatically retransmit the previous message if null 
message is sent from the host MCU. For a master node, the only way to disable RF transmission 
is to close all the channels on it. The average current assumption will significantly decrease 
from 380 micro-amperes to 220 micro-amperes while the power state transitions from the 
active mode to the idle mode. The details will be described in Section 5.6. 
 
  As shown in Figure 5-20, the distance sensor will transition into the idle mode channel every 
time that RF communication completes and remains in the idle mode for four time periods, and 
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only transmit data messages back to the hub node in the designated time period for it. During 
the idle state, the remote node will not transmit any message in the reverse direction and only 
listen to the channel for maintaining the channel synchronization. The remote node will enter 
into active state only when the shared address field of the addressing message it receives 
matches its assigned shared address.   
 
Figure 5-21 State transitions from active mode to idle mode 
  The flow control diagram for operations in active mode at the sensor node is shown in Figure 
5-24. It starts from active mode of an individual node. The node can switch into the idle mode 
with two different approaches: 1) it can be forced into idle mode by user command messages; 2) 
automatic transition. For each channel period (time interval for a node to process one RF event), 
the node first examines the time period that the node has remained in idle mode, and 
compared it with a defined threshold value                , the node will automatically transition 
into idle mode if it has been idled for a certain period of time, otherwise the node will read a Rx 
messages buffer to confirm whether it has received an addressing message from the hub and 
whether it has a new event to report to the hub. Note that for a control unit such as joystick, it 
has to send back a data message during each designated channel period. Assume that an 
information message “1” is generated by the joystick and indicates that the wheelchair is 
driving forwards. It has to send this information to the hub immediately regardless whether or 
not it is the same as the previous one. However, for sensing nodes such as temperature or 
pressure sensor nodes, the wireless node has options not to send back any message while it 
receives an addressing message from the hub if the measurements do not change during the 
previous channel period. If the node determines not to send back any message, the host MCU 
will send a NULL message to the ANT transceiver and the ANT transceiver will not take any 
action while it reads a NULL message from the host MCU. And then it will add up the period of 
time it has been remains idle (     ) and return to the initial stage, waiting for the next 
addressing message from the hub. After it receives the messages from the hub, it will examine 
the message type, which could be an addressing message or a command message. The node 
will send a data message back if it receives an addressing message or the node will switch into 
different power modes if it is informed by the hub node with a command message. MSS 
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handshaking procedure will be performed prior to entering either parking mode or shipping 
mode.      
 
 
Figure 5-22 Flow control for operations in active mode. 
While the wheelchair switches into seat mode for changing seat position, the distance sensor 
will enter into idle state for conserving power. In idle state, the distance sensor will still 
maintain the wireless link to the hub, receiving a heart beat message from the hub during each 
polling cycle without having to send data message to the hub. The operation of the distance 
senor in idle state is shown in Figure 5-23. 
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Figure 5-23 Operations of distance sensor in idle mode. 
  The flow control diagram for operations in idle mode is shown in Figure 5-24. It is shown that 
the control flow diagrams for operations in the idle mode is more straightforward, the remote 
node will send a null message during each channel period, and read the incoming message. It 
will only transition into other power modes if it has been informed by the hub node. 
 
 
Figure 5-24 Flow diagram for operations in active mode. 
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  If the wheelchair needs to be shut down overnight, the distance sensor node will enter into 
the parking mode (power down mode), and MSS will be performed to enable the network to 
operate in the continuous scanning mode.  For operations in the continuous scanning mode, 
the communications are performed in an asynchronous fashion. Thus, the remote node can be 
configured to close all the channels to conserve power while it does not wish to communicate 
with the centre hub node and it can reopen a channel and rebuild the wireless link immediately 
at any time. This offers a great advantage for power conservation. In Figure 5-25, it shows that a 
remote node rebuilds a wireless link to the hub node from the status that all channels are 
closed and perform RF events immediately in the continuous scanning mode. 
 
Figure 5-25 Remote node reopens a channel from the status that all channels have been closed 
  However, since it takes relatively long time to perform MSS, this methodology only suits the 
power modes in which the system can tolerate a long wakeup time, which are parking mode 
and shipping mode in this project. Figure 5-26 shows the procedure for transitions from the 
active mode into the parking mode. The remote node will perform handshaking protocol with 
the hub node to progress the MSS. The power performance is shown in the Figure 5-26. Note 
that the ANT transceiver will return two successive channel event messages to the host MCU in 
one channel period to confirm that a channel has been closed, as described previously in Figure 
5-18. 
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Figure 5-26 State transition from active mode to parking mode. 
  Since the system can tolerate up 10 seconds wakeup time. Thus, the distance sensor node will 
wake up every ten seconds for sending heart beat message to the hub node and close all the 
channels for the rest of the time, which is shown in Figure 5-27. The hub node will be active at 
full time.  
 
 
Figure 5-27 Operations of distance sensor in parking mode. 
  For operations in the parking mode, the parking mode may remain in this mode for a 
prolonged time period (up to several days or even longer). The hub node requires status 
information from the remote nodes for system monitoring purpose for the next wakeup.  In this 
way, the system can perform system check prior to turning the system into active mode. Hence, 
the hub node requires the remote node to send heart beat message which contains diagnostic 
information. The diagnostic information indicates the status of each remote node which could 
be presence, absence or working improperly.  
 
While running the node in the parking mode, the sensor node will periodically wake up and 
send heart beat message to the hub. During the period the remote node stands by and waits 
for the next transmission, the distance sensor node could be switched into either deep sleep 
state by sending a deep sleep command message or idle state by closing all the channels. If the 
remote node enters into deep sleep state, it consumes less power. However, all the channel 
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configurations will be erased. Thus, during each time the sensor node wakes up, all the 
channels have to be reconfigured before it can open the channel for RF activities. For 
operations in the parking mode, it means that the sensor node will have to reconfigure the 
channel every ten seconds. Channel configurations are implemented by sending serial 
messages between the host MCU and the ANT transceiver back and forth and it will consume a 
large amount of power, which can be illustrated in Figure 5-35 and discussed in Section 5.6. 
Reconfiguring the channel too frequently is not power-efficient. It is recommended to switch 
the sensor node into idle state to avoid frequent channel reconfiguration.  
 
Note that the hub node only receives heart beat messages from the sensor node to confirm 
its status without sending messages in the reverse direction. However, if the hub node has 
accepted command message to wake the whole system up from the parking mode, it will send 
informing message back to the sensor node, which is shown in Figure 5-27. And the network 
will perform MSS, a set of handshaking procedure will be performed to reconfigure the hub 
node as a master device and all the remote nodes operate in the shared channel mode as slave 
devices.   
 
 The flow control diagram for operations in parking mode is shown in Figure 5-28. During each 
time period, the host MCU computes the time period that the node has remained in the idle 
state and compares it with a predefined threshold. The threshold is predefined by a certain 
number  .    represents the number of channel periods that the remote node takes to stay 
in the idle state: 
 
                                                    (1) 
 
  For example, the time interval between two wakeups for a remote node is 10 seconds, and the 
message rate is 8 Hz.   can be computed by Equation 1, giving a result which is 80. Therefore, the 
remote node will remain in idle state for 80 channel periods, the host MCU will then wake up the ANT 
transceiver by opening channel 2 and broadcast a message to the hub node.  Once channel 2 has been 
opened, the remote node will transmit a heartbeat message to the hub node to report its status, and 
the idle time will be set to 0. After the transmission has been completed, the remote node will close 
channel 2 immediately. When the hub node receives a user command to wake up the system, the hub 
node will keeping send a command message to the network by broadcast messages at a very high 
message rate. Once the remote node opens channel 2, it will receive the informing message and then 
switch into drive mode by implementing MSS handshaking procedure.  
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Figure 5-28 Flow control for operations in parking mode. 
For operations in the shipping mode, the power management is similar to that in the parking 
mode. One major difference is that the system can tolerate up to two minutes wake up. Thus 
the time interval for sensor node wake up can be set to two minutes, as shown in Figure 5-29. 
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Thus, the sensor node can be switched into the deep sleep state, and configure the channel 
every two minutes to rebuild the wireless link.  
 
Figure 5-29 Operations of distance sensor in shipping mode. 
On the other hand, shipping mode is designed for a power wheelchair to manage power 
while it is stored in the warehouse or transported to retailers, the wheelchair may operate in 
shipping mode up to several months without recharging power. The power consumption for the 
hub node to operate in the continuous scanning mode is 18 mini-amperes, which means the 
power consumption for maintaining the scanning channel may potentially run out of the 
battery. Thus, for operations in the shipping mode, the hub node will only open a time window 
for receiving heart beat messages periodically, and enters into idle state for the most of the 
time. This is illustrated in Figure 5-29 and the flow control diagram is shown in Figure 5-30. 
 
In Figure 5-30, it shown that the flow control in the shipping mode is similar to that in the 
parking mode. One major difference is that the remote node enters into deep sleep mode once 
it completes a transmission. The current consumption is less in the deep sleep state compared 
with that in the idle state. However, the remote node has to do channel configuration each 
time it wakes up from the deep sleep mode. As the remote node wakes up for every 2 minutes 
in the shipping mode, the power conservation that the remote node benefits from switching 
into the deep sleep mode is larger than the energy cost for channel configuration. 
 
The continuous scanning mode offers a great advantage for conserving power due to its 
asynchronous nature: it allows a remote node to close all the channels while it does not wish to 
communicate with the centre hub node, and rebuild the wireless link immediately once it 
opens a channel. However, it presents disadvantages for managing a large-size network which 
contains a large number of remote nodes. While operating in the continuous scanning mode, it 
presents a multi-master, single-slave infrastructure, thus the centre hub node is not able to 
offer precise timing control of channel management. Consequently, transmissions from 
multiple remote nodes may collide or overlap. A simple solution for that is to retransmit the 
message if communication collision or overlap is encountered. The retransmission rate is 
proportional to the message rate and the number of remote nodes. More studies are required 
to figure out the relationship mathematically. In this project, all prototyping is performed with a 
peer-to-peer scenario, thus, no study has been conducted with regard to communication 
collision and retransmission. 
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Figure 5-30 Flow control diagrams for operations in shipping mode. 
In this section, a methodology has been introduce to develop a power management module 
to match the requirements of the power wheelchair based upon the power states and state 
transitions provided by ANT protocol. In this section, operations of remote and hub nodes in 
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different modes are illustrated with a case study. It only provides a basic power management 
module for future development in this section, and more research will be required for future 
work, including reliability, system control loop, hardware and etc. 
 
Note that even the remote nodes operate in the continuous scanning mode, the triggering 
mode for them is still in the schedule driven mode. Since the continuous scanning mode only 
allows the remote nodes to send heart beat message without having to receive the addressing 
messages from the hub, however, the remote node will determine to transmit messages 
depending on the timeslot which has been allocated to it. The event-driven mode means that 
the remote node will only transmit messages to the hub whenever an event has been detected 
and keep idle otherwise. More details will be described in the following section.   
 
For power consumption of host MCU, the host MCU will have to leave at least one timer 
running to manage scheduler operation. However, for each serial message transaction, the host 
MCU can be set to low power mode once the transaction has been completed, and wakeup 
prior to processing the next message transaction. In this project, the selected MCU is the 
chipset from MSP430 family. It offers a fast and straightforward fashion offers able to switch 
the power states. This can be interpreted by the pseudo codes below: 
 
 
                         PowerMode_BIT = 0;                   // Wake up MCU from low power mode 
                        Main_ProcessANTEvent ();          // Process serial interface message  
                        PowerMode_BIT = LPM4_bit;     // Initialize the low power mode to mode 4 
                        _BIS_SR (PowerMode_BIT);        // MCU enters low power mode 4 
 
  The power consumption of host MCU is not the focus in this thesis, however, it is essential 
to take insight into it for estimating node lifetime. More details can be found in data sheet of 
MSP430 [96]. 
 
5.5 Node Lifetime Estimator 
 
  To accomplish the motion detection on a power wheelchair, two approaches are discussed in 
this thesis: event-driven and schedule-driven. In event-driven operation, a sensor filters the 
incoming data and determines to wake up and transmit a data message if it is different from 
the previous one.  In schedule-driven operation, the sensor nodes are connected directly to the 
main processing unit. The processor follows a pre-configured schedule and alternates the 
system between a low-power and active (full-power) mode to conserve the power. The 
network structure for both modes is shown in Figure 5-16.  
  With event-driven mode, the remote sensor nodes are configured as master nodes so that 
they have autonomy to send messages. This is because, with the ANT protocol, slave nodes can 
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only transmit messages while they receive the polling message from the master nodes in the 
shared channel mode.  
  The operation of the system is simplified into four modes which are listed in Table 12. Some 
impractical modes are eliminated. For operations in the continuous scanning mode, the remote 
node is configured to close all the channels while it does not wish to send any message to the 
hub node. While for operations in the shared channel mode, the remote node will continuously 
listen to the channel to maintain the channel synchronization. 
 
                    Operation Mode 
Power Mode                         
Continuous scanning mode Shared channel mode 
ANT 
transceiver 
Host MCU ANT 
transceiver 
Host MCU 
S1(Idle) Idle LPM4 N/A N/A 
S2(Processing) Idle Active sleep Active 
S3(Tx) Tx Active Tx Active 
S4(Rx) Rx Active Rx Active 
Table 12 Power states. 
  For operations in the continuous scanning mode, a remote node always starts an operation 
from the idle state S1, in which the remote node is configured to close all the channels and the 
host MCU remains in a low power mode (LPM4), only a sensing unit is operating to collect data 
from environment. In the processing state S2, the host MCU reads the collected data and 
compares it with the previous one to determine whether to send it or not.  If the data message 
is the same as the previous data, the system returns to the idle state, otherwise it will transition 
into Tx state S3 by opening an active channel and building a wireless link with the hub node. 
And then the node will listens to the channel in Rx state S4 for receiving an acknowledgement 
message from the hub to confirm that the data message has been successfully transmitted. If 
not, the remote will return to S3 and retransmit the previous data message. 
   While the network operates in the shared address mode, it is more straightforward to model 
the flow control: a remote node has to listen to the channel during each channel period, and it 
will not send a data message to the hub if the collected data remains the same during the 
previous channel period. As for the operations in the shared address mode, the hub node 
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controls the timing of each shared channel, transmission collision or overlap will not occur for 
each remote node in its designated channel period, the node will not have to listen to the 
channel after it sends a data message to the hub. Instead, it will return to S3 directly. 
  The mathematical model is built on the assumptions listed below: 
1. Events arrivals follow a Poisson distribution. 
2. Processing and radio-transmission times are independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d) with arbitrary distribution. 
3. Radio transmission in a noise-free environment, the transmission will only fail due to 
channel collision. 
4.  When an event is detected, if it is the same as the previous one, the node will not send 
any data message. The node processes it and sends the information to a hub node with 
probability α. 
5. Assume an ideal environment, in which the remote node will not retransmit messages 
due to the interference or noise. 
6. After a message is sent, the probability of retransmission is ρ, which is proportional to 
the size of the network and the duration of channel periods. 
Start with a simple model with the following assumptions: 
1. Only peer-to-peer communication applied  
2. Only remote node is modeled, while the base station is powered by a main battery and 
the power source is assumed as infinity 
3. The transmission type is set as broadcast, so that retransmission is not taken account 
into the model. 
The power state transition for event-driven mode during wakeup period is shown in Figure 5-31.  
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Figure 5-31 Power state transition with event-driven mode. 
In this mode,    is the monitoring stage, once a sensor continuously sample the environment 
data, it will trigger the message transmissions immediately when an object enters the vicinity of 
the wheelchair. Then the remote nodes listen to the acknowledge message from the hub node 
to determine whether or not to retransmit the messages.  
Given the total amount of energy per node       , the lifetime can be approximated by the 
equation: 
    
 
                                                              (2) 
The basic idea is to compute long-run proportion of transitions into state i. Let     denote the 
steady state probability of mode i, during a long enough time period T, the total time spent at 
state i can be approximated as               . Therefore, the total energy spent at state i 
is            , for             , where    denotes the power consumption at state i. And 
the transition energy cost from state i to j during T can be obtained as               .     
denotes the energy cost during the transition from mode i to j and        is the total number of 
transitions occurred during time period T. Let    denotes the proportion of transitions into the 
state i, and    denotes the average time spent in state i before making a transition, then the 
steady state probability of state i,    can be computed by  
   
     
       
                                                                                        
   can be solved by  
           ,                                                                             
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Then, by applying (2), the following equations are obtained: 
     
 
                  
    
      
    
      
                             
The solution gives        
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, therefore, the steady state 
probability of each state can be computed: 
   
      
    
    
      
    
    
   
    
    
   
    
 
Where   ,   ,    and    are the average process time of each state and              
                . Therefore, the total energy cost     at state i can be approximated by: 
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And the event arrivals follow a Poisson distribution with average inter-arrival rate  , we can 
approximate the steady state probability by: 
   
   
                       
    
       
                       
  
   
    
                       
    
    
                       
 
Thus, node lifetime is given by: 
      
                               
                      
       
        
                   
Where    is the total power cost per event of transition state. The major power cost for state 
transitions occurs while opening or closing a channel which are          . Thus equation (5) can 
be simplified as: 
      
                               
                       
       
         
                 
  The power transition diagram of schedule-driven mode is shown in Figure 5-32. In this scheme, 
remote sensor nodes are configured as slave nodes, the hub node is the master node which 
polls all the remote slave nodes within the network during each cycle and asks for data 
messages from the remote sensors. In this scheme, the remote sensor node keeps listening to 
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the channel in each polling cycle to receive the addressing messages from the hub. It will 
transmit a data message back with a probability α. 
 
 
Figure 5-32 Power transition with schedule-driven mode. 
  The modeling strategy of schedule-driven model is different from the event-driven model. The 
basic idea is to compute the average power consumption during each channel period. During 
each channel period, the remote node will receive one addressing message, and transmit back 
a data message with probability α. For the rest of time, the ANT transceiver will remain in sleep 
state, in which the channel remains open, but no RF event is performed.  
  Let    denotes the process time for one channel period, during each channel period, the 
average power consumption is: 
         
                              
  
                               
 The average node lifetime can be obtained as: 
   
      
        
  
        
                              
                    
  As shown in the equation (7), the power lifetime for event-driven mode is majorly determined 
by the event inter-arrival rate   and the probability of retransmission rate ρ, while for schedule-
driven mode, the node lifetime is determined by the channel period   .  
5.6 Measurements 
  For evaluating the power consumption of the wireless platform, since the supply voltage is 
kept constant, the power consumption can be measured by the current drawn. Thus, the 
current can be measured through measuring the voltage drop across a shut resistor connected 
in series with the power supply of the transceiver drop-in module. An oscilloscope is used to 
take measurements of voltage drop across the shut resistor, and therefore obtain the current 
across it. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 5-33 and Figure 5-34.  
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  The measurements are taken while implementing a peer-to-peer wireless communication 
between a master hub node and a slave remote node. A 100Ω shunt resistor is connected in 
series with the power supply pin of the remote node prototype since the power consumption 
on the remote end is the focus in this project. An USB port JTAG programmer is used for 
programming and debugging purpose in the measurements. 
  The shunt resistor is connected to the power supply pin of the ANT transceiver drop-in module 
to eliminate the impact of host MCU and other peripheral hardware devices on the 
measurements of the ANT transceiver. All the LEDs are disabled before taking the 
measurements. 
 
Figure 5-33 Laboratory setup. 
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Figure 5-34 Shunt resistor setup 
  ANT channel is configured with default transmission power level of 0 dBm and message rate of 
8 Hz (125 mini-seconds channel period). Figure 5-35 shows the current drawn during the 
channel configuration procedure. During channel configuration, the host MCU sends 
configuration commands to define each field with appropriate parameters, and all 
configuration commands will return a channel event message to indicate the success or failure. 
In Figure 5-35, it shows that the host MCU sends configuration commands every 10 mini-
seconds followed by a response message, the signal pattern on the oscilloscope indicates that 
the host MCU continuously sends the configuration messages and receives the channel event 
messages. The peak value of the voltage across the shunt resistor is 612 mini-volts, indicating 
that the peak current drawn is approximately 6.12 mini-amperes. The average current drawn in 
this procedure is approximately 2 mini-amperes with a 100 Hz message rate. For processing 
each configuration field, one command message is sent to the ANT transceiver via serial 
interface and it takes approximately 2.4 mini-seconds to process. 
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Figure 5-35 Instant current consumption for channel configuration. 
  The remote node enters into active mode while the channel configuration procedure 
completes, the voltage pattern across the shunt resistor is shown in Figure 5-36. In active mode, 
in each channel period, the remote node receives an addressing message from the hub node 
and then transmits a data message in the reverse direction. As shown in Figure 5-36, the 
average current consumption for such a procedure is approximately 4.3 mini-amperes, and the 
duty cycle is approximately 7.8% (9.8 mini-seconds out of one channel period which is 125 mini-
seconds).  The average current drawn varies from 360 micro-amperes to 400 micro-amperes 
during a long run measurement and the typical value is around 380 micro-amperes. The result 
is shown in Figure 5-37. The voltage pattern presents two impulses in each channel period, 
indicating that the ANT transceiver instantaneously draws a large amount of power to 
implement RF message reception and transmission in a short time. Since the remote node 
always receives an addressing message first and then transmits a data message back, the first 
impulse is generated while message reception and the second one correspond to message 
transmission. Note that the signal pattern comprises three portions. The first portion is the RF 
message reception and transmission. The second is serial interface message for 
communications between ANT transceiver and the host MCU. The third is the event message 
generated by the ANT node which indicates the channel status. This is illustrated by inserting a 
time delay following each RF reception or transmission, as shown in Figure 5-38. 
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Figure 5-36 Instant current consumption in active mode. 
 
Figure 5-37 Long-run measurements in active mode. 
  In Figure 5-38, a time delay is inserted between RF messages (reception and transmission) and 
channel event messages. It shows that the channel event message consumes approximately 4 
mini-amperes with duty cycle of 3.2% (4 mini-seconds out of 125 mini-seconds). This 
contributes a significant current consumption for implementing ANT node, but has not been 
described in ANT specification data sheet [92].  Channel event message is a 5-byte message 
with a fixed format, the last byte of the message is defined as message code to indicate the 
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channel status or success or failure of RF events. More details can be found in ANT protocol 
manual [100]. 
 
Figure 5-38 Composition of signal pattern. 
  To investigate the impact of settings of Tx power level on the current consumption, we set the 
Tx power level to -20 dBm and run the measurements. The measurement result is shown in 
Figure 5-40. Comparing Figure 5-39 with Figure 5-40, the results show that the setting of Tx 
power level has only slight impact on the total power consumption. Only the second impulse 
(message transmission) decreases slightly (from 6.4 mini-amperes to 6.1 mni-amperes) while -
20 dBm Tx power is applied. Other portions of the voltage pattern still remain the same. The 
average current consumption is almost the same as the message transmission is operated with 
0 dBm Tx power level.  
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Figure 5-39 Measurements with 0 dBm Tx power level. 
 
Figure 5-40 Measurements with -20 dBm Tx power level. 
  Then the remote node is switched into idle mode, in which the node listens to the channel for 
receiving the messages only. As shown in Figure 5-41, the duty cycle for message reception is 
approximately 3.84% (4.8 mini-seconds out of 125 mini-seconds), note that there is no event 
message returned for message reception. The average power measurement across the shunt 
resistor during a long-run varies from 20 mini-volts to 23 mini-volts, and the typical value is 
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around 22 mini-volts. The result is shown in Figure 5-42. Note that there is no channel event 
message for message reception. 
 
Figure 5-41 Instant current consumption in idle mode. 
 
Figure 5-42 Long-run measurements in idle mode. 
  By implementing MSS handshaking procedure, the remote node is re-configured as a master 
node, and transmit message to the centre scanning node (the hub node) only.  The signal 
pattern is shown in Figure 5-43. The duty cycle for message transmission is relatively small, only 
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2.24% (2.8 mini-seconds out of 125 mini-seconds), the peak value of impulse response is 660 
mini-volts. The duty cycle of channel event message is about 2.56% (3.2 mini-seconds out of 
125 mini-seconds). The result of long-run measurements shows that the average current 
consumption varies from 210 micro-amperes to 240 micro-amperes and the typical value is 
approximately 230 micro-amperes, as shown in Figure 5-44. 
 
Figure 5-43 Instant current consumption in the scanning mode. 
 
Figure 5-44 Long-run measurements in the scanning mode. 
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  For the central scanning node, the average current is approximately 6 mini-amperes, as shown 
in Figure 5-45, which differs from the value (~18 mini-amperes) presented in protocol user 
manual [93]. 
 
Figure 5-45 Average current consumption on the scanning node. 
 
Figure 5-46 Average current consumption while all channels are closed. 
 While all channels are closed, the measurements present a large variation (from -2.6 mini-volts 
to 13.5 mini-volts) due to the increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  It is difficult to obtain 
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precise measurements with an oscilloscope. An instant observation is shown in Figure 5-46. For 
node lifetime estimation, we will apply the values provided in ANT specification data sheet, as 
shown in Table 9. 
  The measurements laboratory can be summarized as: 
1. The variation of the measurements is relatively large, for more precise measurements, a 
LabView program is required to communicate with the wireless node through a GPIB 
link to take samples in its internal memory and obtain an average value of the current 
consumption and time period of RF reception and transmission during a long run.  
2. For measuring the current consumption while the ANT node operates in low power 
state (e.g. sleep, idle or deep sleep state), it is required to eliminate the noise 
interference. In this laboratory, the precise results of current consumption in low power 
states cannot be obtained due to the constraints of equipment and methodology. 
3. This laboratory is designed for measuring the current consumption on ANT transceiver. 
For the whole system, the current consumption of host MCU, sensors, power regulator 
and other peripheral device are required to estimate the node lifetime. 
4. The measurement of current consumption in the central scanning mode in the 
continuous scanning node greatly differ the value presented in the specification data 
sheet.   
  The obtained results differ from the specifications presented in ANT specification data sheet. 
This may be caused by: 
1. The measurements are taken from an on-board ANT transceiver, thus it does not 
completely eliminate the impact of activities of host MCU and other peripheral devices 
on the ANT transceiver, which will increase the values of measurement. 
2. The prototype for measurements employs a drop-in module instead of chip-based 
solution. The drop-in module offers a complete RF circuitry and antenna, and a protocol 
engine is embedded to offer ease of development. However, the current consumption is 
larger compared with ANT chip. 
3. The specification table on the data sheet only summarizes the current consumption of 
transmission and reception. However, to successfully complete an RF event, a series of 
serial interface communications and channel event messages will contribute the current 
consumption as well. This is not described in details in the specification table. 
The results of the measurements are summarized in Table 13. 
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Symbol Power mode Min Typical Max Unit 
      Rx-only in idle 
mode 
200 220 230 µA 
         Tx-only in 
parking mode 
210 230 240 µA 
        Active mode     360 380 400 µA 
Table 13 Measurements of average current consumption. 
  Note that the results are only valid for channel configuration with 8 Hz message rate and 0 
dBm Tx power. In Table 14 and Table 15, it shows the timing and current measurements for ANT 
transceiver.  
Symbol Description Min Typical Max Unit 
    RF reception impulse processing time  580  µs 
    RF transmission impulse processing time  230  µs 
      processing time of Channel event message for 
Open_Channel command message  
5.4 5.5  ms 
       processing time of channel event message for 
Close_Channel command message  
 8.2  ms 
              Processing time of channel event message for 
Transmit_Message command message  
 2.7  ms 
         Processing time of command message which 
is sent to inform ANT transceiver to take 
corresponding actions 
 2.4  ms 
Table 14 RF events timing 
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Symbol Description Min Typical Max Unit 
    Average current of RF reception impulse 5.72 5.95 6.17 mA 
    Average current of RF transmission impulse 5.65 5.67 5.87 mA 
      Average current of Channel event message 
for Open_Channel command message 
 4.02  mA 
       Average current of Channel event message 
for Close_Channel command message 
 4.02  mA 
              Average current of Channel event message 
for Transmit_Message command message 
 4.02  mA 
         Average current of Command message 
which is sent to inform ANT transceiver to 
take corresponding actions 
 4.25  mA 
Table 15 RF events current measurements 
  Note that the values of average current for different command messages are always the same. 
However, the average processing time of different command messages varies as they have 
different message length. Here, all the command messages are assumed to be the same in 
terms of both processing time and average current consumption for simplifying the estimation 
as the variation will not make a significant impact on the estimation.  
  With obtained results of current consumption and a mathematical model, the developers are 
able to estimate the node lifetime.   
  Scenario 1 is made based on the following assumptions: 
1. The remote node is configured with 8 Hz message rate and 0 dBm Tx power; 
2. Four remote nodes are deployed in the network, which means each remote node will 
transmit back to the hub for every four channel periods; 
3. The daily usage for each remote node is 6-hour operations in the active mode, 6 hours 
in the idle mode and 12 hours in the parking mode; 
4. To simplify the model, assume that the remote node will transmit data message in each 
designated cycle without considering the probability α for data transmission; 
5. The remote nodes operate in the shared channel mode in active mode; 
6. The remote node is powered by two CR2032 coin cell batteries, which provide a capacity 
of 400 mAh in total.  
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  Here, as the message rate is 8 Hz and the Tx power level is set to 0 dBm, the 
measurements obtained in Table 13 can be applied directly to compute the average power 
consumption during the active mode can be computed by: 
                
               
 
        
  For operations in the parking mode, the remote node wakes up every ten seconds to 
report the device status to the hub node, during this period of time, the node opens a 
channel for message transmission, and then it will close the channel. This whole procedure 
consists of seven successive events: 1) Open_Channel command message; 2) channel event 
message to confirm that the channel has been opened; 3) command message requests ANT 
transceiver to transmit; 4) data message transmission; 5) channel event message for 
message transmission; 6) Close_Channel command message; 7) channel event message for 
Close_Channel command message. The average current consumption is: 
                
 
                                                                            
      
 
                                               
      
 
                
      
        
   The average current consumption in the idle state in which all channels have been closed 
is obtained from the data sheet (2  ). Thus the average current consumption is 
approximately 11.78   .  
  The node lifetime can be estimated by: 
       
                    
 
       
        
            
  Thus, the maximum node lifetime is 132 days, and the power consumption for host MCU and 
other peripheral hardware devices have not been included.  
  Scenario 2 is made based on such assumptions: 
1. The system is implemented in the continuous scanning mode with event-driven model; 
2. Only one remote node: a wireless joystick is deployed in the network, thus the 
continuous scanning mode can be applied in the active mode, without considering 
channel timing control; 
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3. The daily usage for each remote node is 6-hour operations in the active mode, 6 hours 
in the idle mode and 12 hours in the parking mode. The power management for idle 
mode and parking mode are the same in this scenario; 
4. Assume that the incoming event on the joystick is detected with Poison distribution, and 
the average inter-arrival rate   is assumed to 2 Hz in the active mode; 
5. The probability α is set to 1 indicating that every collected data message will be sent to 
the central hub node; 
6. The retransmission rate   is 0 since only one remote node is operated in the network, 
no channel collision or overlap will occur, therefore the remote node will return to the 
initial state without having to listen to the channel after each transmission; 
7. The remote nodes operate in the shared channel mode in active mode; 
8. The remote node is powered by two CR2032 coin cell batteries, which provide a capacity 
of 400 mAh in total.  
  The average current consumption in the active mode can be computed by applying Equation 
(7): 
        
 
                                                                                 
                                             
 
 
                           
                                 
        
  In the idle mode, the remote node will keep all its channels closed and not to response any RF 
message until an incoming event is detected. Thus, the average current consumption is 2   . 
  The node lifetime can be estimated by: 
       
                   
 
       
        
           
  Compared with the average current consumption for operations in active mode in the shared 
channel mode with 8Hz message rate, the result shows that the current consumption for 
operations in the continuous scanning mode with 2 Hz inter-event rate will not decrease 
significantly. The average current consumption in the active mode is 260    with the schedule-
driven mode and 198    with the event-driven mode. This is because even the power cost for 
message reception is eliminated in the continuous scanning mode, the power cost for switching 
the channel ON and OFF takes a large proportion of the total power consumption. However, 
the remote node does not have to listen to the channel during the idle mode in the continuous 
scanning mode. In the idle mode, the remote node has to receive addressing messages from 
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the hub node to maintain channel synchronization. It consumes average current of 220   . 
With event-driven mode, the remote node will simply close all the channels when it does not 
wish to send data messages to the hub. The average current consumption is 2  , which is the 
current consumption in the idle state from the data sheet [88]. This will significantly conserve 
power consumption and result in a longer node lifetime for operations with the event-driven 
mode.   
  However, in the second scenario, only one remote node is operated in the network. The 
retransmission rate has not been taken into account. For implementing multiple remote nodes 
with the event-driven mode, the channel collision and the channel overlap may occur 
frequently, which will increase the average current consumption. More studies will be required 
to investigate the relationship between the number of remote nodes and the retransmission 
rate. 
5.7 Summary 
 
ANT protocol is a light-weight protocol with low communication overheads which is 
designated for low-power, short-range wireless communications. A power management 
module is developed based upon ANT protocol for a particular application: wireless control on a 
power wheelchair. The primary principles applied in developing the power management 
module include: 
 
1) The power states and state transitions are controlled by one hub node, as it is the only 
one designed for the access of user interface. All the user controls over the entire 
network must be achieved through the hub node. This means that a remote node has to 
perform auto device pairing to engage it into the network again once it loses connection 
with the hub node. 
2) The power management should features ease of control, so that the handicapped user is 
able to gain full control over the system.  
3) It should utilize the power states and state transitions provided by ANT protocol 
whenever possible to simplify the development of the power management. 
4) The power management module should be compatible with the auto device pairing 
procedure. 
 
This thesis presents an infrastructural with proposed power management module for ease of 
future development. The current consumption for ANT has been tested and measured under 
different power states, and the state transitions of ANT have been implemented. However, the 
power states and state transitions for host MCU and other peripheral hardware devices are not 
involved in this thesis and require more research work. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
  This thesis has presented system architecture for wireless sensing and control particularly on a 
power wheelchair, and the platform built could be potentially applied to many other 
automotive devices. By utilizing a hybrid network, the architecture is able to support fast, 
flexible system self-construction and easy access to power management. This architecture has 
been developed and validated through development of an ANT+ core wireless platform. The 
development procedure includes: 
 
1. Selection of a commercial wireless protocol which suits the applications in WSN on a 
power wheelchair. ANT+ protocol is selected due to its light-weight and ultra-low power. 
Other protocols such as ZigBee and Bluetooth have been investigated in terms of 
flexibility, power-efficiency and cost. 
 
2. Hardware design of a prototype to demonstrate the proposed development. We have 
developed a prototype which provides functionalities required to implement WSN 
protocols and applications demonstration on the power wheelchair.  The prototype 
board provides ANT+ transceiver, host MCU and user interface. Two full version boards 
were made as the hub node and four cut-down version boards for the remote node 
applications. Two different versions of hardware prototype are designed. The full-
version prototype offers more input interface, and is equipped with an external power 
supply socket to power the PCB while programming and debugging the host MCU. And 
the cut-down version only provides essential components for testing purpose.  
   
3.  We have presented an auto device pairing mechanism which provides fast and reliable 
network self-construction and self-maintenance. The auto device pairing provides a 
straightforward way to allow users to add devices into or take devices out of the 
wheelchair without any explicit instructions. The auto device pairing mechanism takes 
advantages of ANT+ protocol and utilizes handshaking procedures so that users are able 
to gain full control over the system via the hub node. We have validated that the hub is 
able to perform multiple tasks through auto device pairing mechanisms and we have 
identified initial configurations for implementing the auto device pairing successfully. 
 
4.  A device localization approach is suggested in this thesis to support the auto device 
pairing while multiple identical devices needs to be deployed into the network in 
different locations.  Several different device localization methods have been presented 
and analyzed in this thesis, and it requires further research to determine a 
comprehensive solution while the development is advanced into industrial phase. 
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5. In addition to network self-construction and maintenance, we have also presented 
power management based upon ANT+ core wireless platform for optimizing the power 
consumption of remote node which is tightly power constrained. In this thesis, power 
management focuses on application layer and system level. It allows the entire system 
to dynamically transverse through different power states by accessing the user interface 
on the hub node. The power management module in this thesis aims to satisfy the 
requirements of a particular application. However, it can be considered as a platform for 
future developments to be expanded into larger application domains.  A novel approach, 
master-slave-swap operation is developed, to take advantages from the shared channel 
mode (e.g. precise channel management) and the continuous scanning mode (e.g. less 
power consumption). This method allows a remote node to dynamically transverse 
through both modes depending on the status of the system. 
 
6. A node lifetime estimator has been modeled in Matlab platform to help developers 
improve efficiency or provide insight into how the system operates in different 
scenarios. Some measurements have been taken in laboratory, and put into the 
mathematical model to estimate the node lifetime in different scenarios.  
 
  To validate our auto device pairing presented. We evaluated it with a demonstration on a 
power wheelchair by interfacing our development board with a DX module for steering 
wheelchair wirelessly as shown in Figure 6-1. It took approximately 2 ~ 3 seconds for the initial 
device pairing and then the hub node will receive RF signals from the remote node wirelessly 
and an interface board (the yellow board) transfers RF signals into control command messages 
to drive the wheelchair.      
 
 
Figure 6-1 Demonstration on a power wheelchair. 
  Note that the auto device pairing is only implemented to assign device configurations for 
network integration and channel configurations for building a wireless link while a new device 
needs to be engaged into a network. All configurations will be stored into memory of host MCU 
for quick system startup once a remote node has been registered into the network. This pairing 
mechanism features ease of implementation. However, it lacks security access.  
 
  The device localization methodologies have been proposed in this thesis. However, as the 
demonstration in this thesis is performed only with a peer-to-peer communication between 
one master node and one slave node, it is not required for the hub node to obtain the physical 
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topology information to construct the network. The device localization is demonstrated in this 
project.   
 
  A power management module is developed and demonstrated. This enables a wireless 
network to dynamically transition between four power modes to optimize the power efficiency. 
A hub node connected to the wired backbone is able to determine the transitions according to 
the status of the system. This offers a great advantage for the ease of control.  
 
  The power measurements have been obtained by reading the voltage across a shunt resistor. 
ANT protocol data sheet has claimed its ultra-low power, allowing up to years node lifetime. 
However, it highly depends on the usage and the application, and developers can utilize the 
power estimator to figure out the node lifetime in different scenarios. 
 
  The development offers an infrastructure for utilizing wireless technologies to achieve 
autonomous control for sensing and control functionalities over a power wheelchair. This 
enables the future developments of power wheelchair system to take advantages from many 
aspects. However, many research topics arise from the development of this project and 
considered to be future work. These topics can be categorized into two groups: ID management 
module and power management module. 
 
 For ID management module, we have proposed a solution for auto device pairing. However, 
such a method has not been tested with a large number of remote nodes. Some potential 
problems may be encountered when the number of remote nodes increases, as the hub has to 
perform at very high message rate to maintain large number of wireless links in polling cycle. It 
is suggested to operate ANT protocol in default message rate (~4 Hz), and the system may 
become instable with high message rate.      
 
  On the other hand, the system latency may increase with number of remote nodes, as the 
time period of one polling cycle will increase with more remote nodes. To tackle latency 
problem due to a large number of remote nodes, a decentralized structure which employs 
multiple hub nodes can be considered for future development. 
 
  In this project, the auto device pairing is implemented by a serial of handshaking procedure in 
a public wireless environment. It lacks of security control. For future development, if high 
security level is required for device pairing for the applications on a power wheelchair, a seeing-
is-believing methodology can be applied by equipping each remote node with a device for 
reading the link key. An example can be found in [80], which is an application of wireless home 
automation system which is shown in Figure 6-2. A simple swipe on a slot enables remote 
nodes read link key of the network from the hub node and offer high level of security for 
network construction. This may be one option for future development if some devices requiring 
high level of security to protect private information.   
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Figure 6-2 Installation devices by Homekey Swipe. 
  As for successfully accomplishing the auto device pairing, the hub requires information of the 
number of remote nodes and log-in table. If up-to-date device which has not been registered in 
the log-in table in the hub, it requires reconfiguration of the hub. This can be processed by 
connecting the hub node to the PC. However, for future vision, a wireless hand held 
programmer (HHP) is proposed to offer a complete wireless solution.  
 
  The primary intention for this project is to provide a platform for future development. Thus, in 
this thesis, it only provides a basic module of the power management and a node lifetime 
estimator for further studies. More research work is required to complete the power 
management for optimizing the power efficiency. 
 
1. The continuous scanning mode is potentially applied for operations in active mode 
theoretically. In active node, the remote node sends an information message which 
contains data it collects from the environment or the users. In the shared channel mode, 
the transmission is controlled by the hub node. The remote node can only send the 
message while it receives an addressing message from the hub. In the continuous 
scanning mode, the remote node can send the information message whenever available. 
However, a channel management needs to be developed for allocating transmission of 
each remote node into individual time slot. This could be complex especially for a large 
network. In this project, the shared channel mode is utilized for operations in active 
mode for the ease of channel management of the share channel mode.   
2. In this project, nRF24AP2 chipset is utilized for development and testing. It is a drop-in 
module with ANT+ core. It eases burden of development from intensive hardware and 
antenna design. However, it contains peripheral hardware that may not be required for 
the applications on wireless control over a power wheelchair. The block diagram of 
internal circuitry is shown in Figure 6-3. According to the block diagram of internal 
circuitry, we can design an on-board RF transceiver instead of a drop-in module to 
integrate it into the hardware layout of wireless nodes. It benefits from minimizing the 
peripheral devices and optimizing the layout of the circuitry. ANT has already provided 
chip-based solution which is based on nRF24L01+ radio platform [97]. However, it 
imposes the burden for extensive RF and antenna design.  
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Figure 6-3 Internal circuitry of ANT+ platform. 
 
3. ANT protocol provides transmission power selection feature, offering four transmit 
power level for a specified channel: -20 dBm, -10 dBm, -5 dBm and 0 dBm. Higher power 
levels increases current consumption, but offers higher level of signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) and thus enhancing the signal integrity. This provides ANT node flexibility to 
automatically select the appropriate power level dynamically according to the noise 
level of the environment to optimize the power consumption without sacrificing the 
channel reliability and signal integrity. However, it requires developers to implement 
experiments in various noise environments to determine the most appropriate power 
levels for different noise levels. And note that high power level may have RF certification 
implications, it is important to ensure that the selected power level meets the 
regulatory requirements of the region of intended sale. 
4. This project is developed based upon a COTS RF platform, and it eases the development 
from intensive protocol design. However, the power management is tightly constrained 
by the OSI layer model of ANT protocol, only the high-level layers are user-defined, low-
level layers are implemented by ANT. For example, the protocol does not support 
variable length of data message. Thus, power management development in this project 
focuses on application layer and system level. Lots of mainstream research such as 
medium access control, cross-layer protocol optimization, data aggregation for 
increasing power efficiency cannot be applied. If developers gain access to manipulate 
on low-level layers or select wireless protocol with larger flexibility, lots of power 
management approaches in the literature can be incorporated into the wireless 
platform developed in this project to enhance the performance. 
 
  For several years, lots of research work has been conducted to expose possible application 
scenarios for WSN. The system architecture presented in this thesis is ready to achieve some 
commercial usage. The first stage of WSN will likely to be applied for non-mission critical 
application scenarios, for example, a wireless joystick may be the first commercial product 
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based on the architecture presented in this thesis. Additionally, high-rate, mission-critical 
applications such as wireless collision avoidance system will become a reality in the near future. 
Such applications demand extremely high levels of reliability and predictability. Failures in a 
security or control system may lead to injury to personnel or even more. These systems must 
be tested and validated in many different extreme environments for years before they can be 
trusted.  
 
  The applications of environmental controls can be integrated into the wireless platform on the 
wheelchair to benefit handicapped from gaining access to control door, window, curtain and 
etc. This will offer a comprehensive solution by simply integrating more functionality into one 
wireless platform with ease of operation and cost efficiency.  
 
  While the system presented in this thesis is targeted to meet the demands of real-world 
commercial applications, the enabling technologies in wireless communication such as CMOS 
processes and RF technology will continuously evolve. The node lifetime will improve with the 
emerging technology. Currently, technology allows multi-year usage with a single pair of AA 
batteries. The upcoming technology will be applied to decrease the power consumption, reduce 
the physical size of energy storage devices and lower the cost of wireless platform. With the 
advances in semiconductor and RF technologies, industry will benefit from wireless technology 
from reduced power consumption, ease of deployment, flexibility and low cost. 
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Appendix A: HARDWAER PROTOTYPE   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The larger board on the right hand side is a full-version prototype which offers more input 
interface, and equipped with an external power supply socket to power the PCB while 
programming and debugging. The small one on the left is a cut-down version prototype, which 
provides only essential components for testing purpose. The dip-switch allows developers to 
switch the drop-in module between synchronous mode and asynchronous mode.  
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Appendix B: PCB SCHEMATIC 
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Appendix C: PCB LAYOUT 
 
 
 
 
